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FOREWORD 
NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space vehicles. 
Accordingly, criteria have been developed in the following areas of technology: 
Environment 
Structures 
Guidance and Control 
Chemical Propulsion 
Individual components of this work are issued as separate monographs as soon as they are 
completed. A list of the titles that have been published to date can be found at the end of 
this monograph. 
These monographs are to be regarded as guides to design and not as NASA requirements 
except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is expected, however, that the 
monographs will be used to develop requirements for specific projects and be cited as the 
applicable documents in mission studies or in contracts for the design and development of 
space vehicle systems. 
This monograph was prepared under the cognizance of the Goddard Space Flight Center 
with Scott A. Mills as program coordinator. The principal author was Frank Don Palluconi 
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Valuable contributions were also made by A. J. Beck and 
Neil Divine of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
Comments concerning the technical content of these monographs will be welcomed by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center, Systems 
Reliability Directorate, Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 1. 
October 1972 
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V 
THE PLANETS URANUS, NEPTUNE, 
AND PLUTO (1971) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The design of space vehicles which are intended to encounter and investigate the planets 
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto requires both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the 
expected environment. Although somewhat different data sets are required for the design of 
flyby, orbiter, atmospheric entry, and lander spacecraft, the paucity of present data permits 
inclusion of pertinent information for all four types of missions in one monograph. 
In the process of evaluating information about these planets, assessments were made of the 
potential effects of environmental properties on vehicle performance so that appropriate 
descriptions for vehicle and subsystem design could be formulated. The design criteria 
presented are not specific to  a particular mission and are given without reference to the 
circumstances of encounter except that encounter during the 1980’s is assumed. 
The information presented here reflects published information available through September 
1971. Knowledge of the three planets is derived from data obtained at the angular and 
spectral resolution possible with Earth-based, aircraft, rocket, and balloon borne instrumen- 
tation and supplementary data from spacecraft observation of these planets and inter- 
planetary particles and fields. Principally because of observational difficulties, the planets 
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto have not shared in the revival of interest in planetology of the 
past 20 years. Consequently, a number of important properties such as magnetic field 
strength, trapped particles, and atmospheric composition and structure are either unknown 
or very uncertain. If the uncertainties in a given parameter are too large to be useful in 
spacecraft design, it is so stated and no criteria are given. 
Section 2, State of the Art, discusses current understanding of the environment of Uranus, 
Neptune, and Pluto and forms the basis for the environments given in section 3, Criteria. 
Other monographs in this series describe the environments of Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, 
and Saturn as well as terrestrial environments pertinent to  space vehicle design. All are listed 
at the end of this monograph. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART 
The o1xcn':itions i1rid tlicory th:it ;%re pcrtincnt to tlic citrrcnt st;ite-of-fhc-nrt description of 
Ur;intrs. Ncpttinc, arid Pluto arc cont;iinccl in  this scction. Appcntlis A csplnins notntionr 
and symbol\. appendix R givcs nttmcriciil constants and msthcniatic:il formular, and appcn- 
dis C is thc glorsnr).. 
2.1 General Physical Properties 
The pcncral physical propcrtics to be considered arc the ninsq of the tlircc plancts and their 
n d i u s .  sliapc. nicnri density, rotatiorinl pole Imxtion,  and  ~ncnri  orbital clcmcnts. 
2.1.1 Mass 
h L i n  dctcmiin:itions for tlic pl;incts arc irwnlly reported iis a ratio o f  t l ic  niass of  tlic Sun to 
the ninss of  tlic pl:inct, hlL /hl , .  Tiiblc I cont;iins rcccnt individttnl dctcrniinations of this 
ratio for  Ur,inu<, Ncptiinc,  and I'luto and v;ilucs taken from summarics b y  Klcpcirynski e t  al 
(rcf. I )  and Kovalcvsky (refs 2 and 3).  The formal crrors associntcd with thc individual 
detcrminntions listcd in table 1 do not adcquatclj.  rcflcct the  systematic m o r  in thc 
thcnrics ~ i w l  D q i t t  t h e  ciiffictiltics thc t w o  indcpcndcnt summnricz by Klcpcirynski ct  
a1 (ref. 1 )  a n d  Ktrv:ilcvsky (ref\  2 and 3 )  l c w i  to v:ilucr for  tlic ninss ratio which arc in good 
agwcment  for Ur'intis and Neptiinc. 
For this monogrnph. t l i c  nomin:ll v;ifucs given b y  Kovalcvsky (ref. 3 )  for Uranus and Ncp- 
tunc  uGll be adopted with itnccrtainty in the ninss ratio for Ncptiinc increased to that given 
by Kovnlcvsk). (rcf. 3 )  for Uranus Although thc  rcccnt dcterniinations by Seidclmann et  al .  
(ref. 7)  illid Gill and Gault (ref. 8) for the ninw ratio of Ncpttlnc arc in exccllcnt agreement, 
thc sprrad of  older wlucr in rcfercnccs I ,  2, anti 3 indicates an  unccrtaint;f o f  5200 is 
rcnsonnblc. T;thlc I indicates tlir niasr o f  Pluto is not wcll establishcd. Thc invcstigations by 
Scidclmnnn ct al. (ref. 10) anti espcci:illy Ash et a!. (ref. 1 1 )  dcnionstrntc thc sensitivity of 
thc dcrivcd ninss to the span and typc of  obscwation uscd. Hcrc t l i c  rangc given by Ash e t  
al. \vi11 be :idopted with a ccritrnl value obtaincd from thc gcomctric mcnn of tlic limits. 
The  mnss r;\tios adopted arc: 
hS* /hlL; = 22,800 +200 
hlL /hI, = 19,300 5200 
*A!. /hI, = 3,500,000 X 1.7" 
N'ith the  conrtsnts  given b y  hlclhotirnc et  al. (rcf. 12) and hfcchtl). (rcf. I3 j, the foregoing 
ninss ratios can b c  convcrtcd to kilograms and  the results o f  such compt1t3tions have been 
*In t h i q  notation 3.5 X IO6 i s  fhc nominal V3ltI~?, 3.5 X IO6 X 1.7'' is  t hc  iippcr l i m i t ,  and 3.5 X 1.7-I i s  
t hc  lowcr  l i m i t  
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TABLE I 
Mass Ratio 
M, IMP 
Source Satellite, Planet, or Technique Used 
I I I 
Harris (1 950) from 
Brouwer and Clemence 
(ref. 6) 
I U R A N U S  
22,934 f 6 
Klepczynski e t  al. (ref. 4) 
Lieske e t  al. (ref. 5) 
Klepczynski e t  al. (ref. 1) 
Kovalevsky (ref. 3) 
22,692f 33 
22,650 f 100 
22,800 f 107 
22,800 f 200 
19,325 f 26 
19,300 f 100 
Weighted Mean 
Probable Value 
Lieske et al. (ref. 5) 
Seidelmann e t  ai. (ref. 7) 
Gil l  and Gault (ref. 8) 
Klepczynski e t  al. (ref. 1 )  
Kovalevski (ref. 3) 
Lieske e t  al. (ref. 5) 
Duncombe e t  at. (ref. 9) 
Seidelmann e t  al. (ref. IO) 
Ash e t  al. (ref. 1 1 )  
Saturn (1 91 3-1 968) 
Preliminary 9 planet 
integration with optical 
data ( 191 0-1 969) 
Uranian satel lites 
Weighted mean 
Probable value 
19,500 _+ 150 
19,349 f 28 
19,296 f 9 
Preliminary 9 planet 
integration with optical 
data (1910-1969) plus 
radar and Mariner 5 data 
Uranus (1781-1968) 
Triton ( 1887-1 958) 
P L U T O  
1,617,000 _+ 120,000 
1,812,000 
(3 f 0.5) X IO6 
(4 f 2) X IO6 
Preliminary 9 planet 
integration with optical 
data (1910-1969) 
' Neptune ( 1846-1 968) 
Neptune ( 1846-1 968) 
Numerical experiments 
' and a priori density 
j considerations 
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adopted as design criteria and  are given in tablcs XII ,  XXIII ,  and  XXXIV (scc. 3). Expressed 
in E:irth masscs. the m a w s  of  Uranus, Ncptunc. and Pluto arc as follows. 
hl, /ti!,;. = 14.60 50.13 
hfs /hI,;, = 17.25 50.18 
The unccrtaintics in  thc m a w s  of  Uranus and Neptune arc quantitativclj* the largest among 
sol:ir system plancts and arc. both ahout 1 pcrccnt. Tiicsc tinccrtaintics arc. comparable t o  
tlic mars o f  Pluto. Reht ivc to its sizc, thc niass o f  Pluto is more tinccrtain than any  other 
p1:inct and wvcrnl major satellites. 
2.1.2 Radius, Shape, and Mean Density 
Discussion o f  thcsc quantit ies is ftlcilitatcd by comparing Uranus and Ncptunc,  and trcatinp 
Piiito scparatc.lb#. The radius values adopted for  Uranus and Ncptunc shotlld bc anociated 
Lvitli atmospheric pnrnmctcrs throligh the proccdtirc given in section 2.3.7.  
2.1.2.1 Uranus and Neptune 
T;ihlc 11 gives a pnrti;il listing o f  the numerous a t tempts  to mcanirc t h c  cquntorial radius 
R e ? ,  polar radius R p r .  and ohlatcncss ( E )  o f  Ur;intis and  Ncptunc. For Ncpttinc. t hc  rcsults 
dcnvcd from the 1968 stellar occult;ition arc stipcrior to all other  prcscnt dcterminntions for 
two rcnsons First, tlic sj’stcmatic and rnndoni errors ;issociated with the occultation rcsult 
arc smaller than other mctliods Second,  the r;itlitis derived from the occultation can bc 
associntcd \i.ith atmosphcric paranictcrs such 8s numhcr  dcnqity more dircctlj. than radii 
obtrrincd by  o thc r  nicthods 
Cornpnrison of  t h e  filar micromctcr,  discomrtcr.  and dotihlc iniagc micromctcr result\ for 
Ur;inus with those for  Ncptiinc indicates the rclationsliips bctwccn thcsc method\ is thc 
s:imc for  bo th  plancts I f  the eqi1:itorinl radius for Ncptiinc t h t  w n s  dcrivcd from thc 
occult;ition is ;accepted. scaling for  Ur;inur can h e  accomplizhctt as givcn in tahlc 111. The 
nicnn o f  27,000 k m  for  tlic cqtintori:il r;iditis o f  Uranus oht,iincd from thiz proccdurc is 
apprcriahly larpcr t l m  given by moqt rcfcrcnccs This direct scaling proccdurc assiimcq that 
the liricnr differcncc h c t u w n  an optical nicawrcnient anti the occultation rcstilt for  Ncp- 
tunc can bc trnnsfcrrcd tlircctlj* t o  Uranus i f  on t l w  other h:ind thc angular diffcrcncc 
r,Ithcr tli:in tlic linear diffcrcncc is tiscd, ii nic:in o f  26,300 k i n  is obt;lincci for  tlic cquatorinl 
radiuz o f  lir&intis 
From Earth,  both Urantir anti Ncpttinc arc faint ohjccts ivith small. somcwh:it limh- 
darkcncd diskz. Tliic; cornhination could rcducc tlir. apparent di:inictcr as nicnsurccl with 
micromctcr and disconictcr devices From tahlc I1 it can be sten t l n t  thc douhlc  iniasc 
niicronictcr nie:isurcinent< dcpcnd on the sipc tclcscopc useti ~ * i t h  the smaller apcrturc 
giving the  sninllcr radius 
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TABLE II 
Source Re, (km)" R p ~  (km) 
ESTIMATES OF THE RADIUS AND SHAPE OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE 
e Remarks 
24,400 k 1,400 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
Mean of filar micrometer 
measurements with tele- 
scopes 2 40 cm diameter 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
22,500 
West (ref. 15) 
Mean of double image mi- 
crometer measurements 
with 60 cm diameter 
telescopes 
Danielson (ref. 16) 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
26,700 f 2,100 
23,700 
24,600 f 500 
25,400 f 280 
26,400 f 1,000 
26,200 f 1,300 
24,700 f 280 
0.073 k 0.01 5 
0.030 f 0.008 
Mean of filar micrometer 
measurements with tele- 
scopes 2 45 cm in diameter 
Mean of discometer results 
with 60 & 200 cm diameter 
telescopes 
Mean of double image mi- 
crometer measurements 
with 60 cm diameter 
telescope 
Mean of double image mi- 
crometer measursments 
with 107 cm diameter 
telescope adjusted for e 
measured 
Extremes permitted by 
reduction from photo- 
graphs 
Fit of infinite Rayleigh 
atmosphere to limb dark- 
ening curves obtained 
from the balloon 
Stratoscope I I 
22,700 Mean of discometer results 
60 & 200 cm diameter 
telescopes 
"When necessary, angular measurements of radius from original sources have been converted to linear measure. 
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TAB LE I I (Continued) 
25,2305 40 
Remarks Source Rcq (km)' R,p (km) E 
N E P T U N E (Continued) 
24,7202 40 
~~ 
Dollfus (ref. 14) 
Kovalevsky 
(ref. 17) 
Kovalevsky and 
Link (ref. 18) 
Taylor (ref. 19) 
Freeman and 
Lyn$ (ref. 20) 
24,300 ?. 400 
25,030t 80 
25,130 5 80 
25,270 5 40 24,610 t 130 
< 0.0025 
0.026 5 0.008 
Double image micrometer 
measurements 107 cm 
diameter telescope 
Derived from occulation 
timing at 0.5 light. No cor- 
rection applied for relativity 
or refraction 
Derived from occultation 
timing at 0.5 light. Correc. 
tion applied for relativity 
and refraction 
Derived from occultation 
timing at 0.5 light. An 
oblateness e = 0.02 has 
been assumed and result in. 
dudes relativistic correction 
~ ~ 
Derived from occultation 
timing at 0.91 light. Result 
includes relativistic correc- 
tion 
'LZ'hen nccesrary, engulnr mcxurcmcnis from original sources have bccn converred to linear measure 
Ihnir lzon (ref. 16) liar coriiparcd dcnritomctcr trncingr of  photography of thc dizk of 
Uranur ohtaincd from a hnlloon flight wit11 tlic scat tcrcd radintion expected from model 
a tmorphtrer .  Thir  comparison Icadc to an  equatorial raciiiir of 26 ,400  k m  if an infinite 
Raylciyh atmosphtre  is awiriicd, and 27,400 krii if a finitt. Raylcigh atmosphere with a deep 
rcflcction l a j w  i q  aswniicd Both rcsiiltc arc' unccrtain to +IO00 kin. 
Tiit foregoin? nrgtinicntc suggest taking thc  cqtiatorial radius of Urilritir as 27,0005 1000 kni, 
and this range will be adopted hcr t .  
Tile g r o t i n t i - h a d  photography of \Yest (ref. 1 5 )  and the filar micromctci nicasitrcs reported 
by Dollfuz (ref. 14) give a n  obla tcncn  for Uranus of  0.06 < E Q 0. IO. This rcstilt would 
placc Uranus bctwccn Jupiter and Saturn in obl;,tcncsq. l f ,  howcvcr, p o l x  limb darkening is 
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TABLE I l l  
NEPTUNE - URANUS EQUATORIAL RAD 
'Equatorial 
Radius for 
NF[E;e 
Method 
(Common to Neptune 
and Uranus) 
Filar Micrometer Mean with 
Telescopes 2 4 0  cm in 
Diameter 
""Ratio 
(Equatorial 
Radius of 
Neptune to 
Base Value) 
Discometer Mean with 
60 cm & 200 cm Diameter 
Telescopes 
*Equatorial 
Radius for 
Uranus 
(km) 
Double Image Micrometer 
Mean with 60 cm Diameter 
Telescope 
Equatorial 
Radius for 
Uranus Implied 
by Using Ratio 
(km) 
Double Image Micrometer 
Mean with 107 cm Diameter 
Telescope 
26,700 
23,700 
27,600 
26,300 
I 
1
22,700 
24r400 I 
1.111 
24,600 
25,400 
I
27,600 
26,400 
22,500 
24,300 1.038 
1.121 
US COMPARISON 
*Equatorial radius values are taken directly from table I I for both Uranus and Neptune. 
**Base value of the equatorial radius for Neptune is taken from Taylor's (ref. 19) occultation result (25,230 km), based on 
0.5 light. 
greater than the equatorial limb darkening, such measurements lead to an exaggerated value 
of oblateness. Here, the mean value obtained by Dollfus (ref. 14) with a double image 
micrometer on a 107 cm diameter telescope will be adopted with an increase in the uncer- . 
tainty, e = 0.03 k0.03. If the uncertainties in Re, and E are considered as independent, a 
value of Rpn = 26,000 k 1300 km results for the polar radius of Uranus. 
On the basis of these dimensions and the mass for Uranus given in section 2.1.1 ., the mean 
density can be computed with the formula if = 3M/47r RPP R2,, to give p as 
1.1 k0. 1 g cm-3 . This value is intermediate between that for Jupiter and Saturn. 
For Neptune, the value of 25,200 +200 km for the equatorial radius will be adopted. This is 
essentially the value given by Taylor (ref. 19) on the basis of observations of an occultation 
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by Ncptiinc and rcduccd with a n  arsumcd oblit tencn o f  0.02. Thc uncertainty in equatorial 
radius adopted hcrcin, howcvcr, hns bccn incrcnscd to account for thc uncertainty in Nep- 
tunc's ohlarencrs. The value of  E = 0.02 L I ~ C ~  by Taylor  (ref. 19) is based on a dynamic 
oblatcncss dctcrniinntion. If tlic ohlatcncss wcrc zero,  Tiiylor's annlysis and tha t  of 
Kov:ilcvsky arid Link (ref. 13). givcn in tiihlc 11, indicate the occultation radius would be 
approsimatcIy 100 kni smsllcr. H'licn the diffcrcnccs in rcdtiction procedures im taken into 
account ,  the occtilt,ition results reported in tahlc I1 ;ire in good iigrccmcnt. 
Tile ob!:itcncw of Ncptiinc inferreti from the occtiltation results is shown i n  table 11. Taylor 
(rcf. 19) found a sljghtly better f i t  to the h t ; i  wlicri a n  oblatcncss of 0.02 wns assumcd. The  
w l u c  E = 0.02 50.02 will be adopted hcrc to span tlic range stiggcstcd for Ncptunc. Use of 
t l i i c  vnluc Ic:ids to a polar radius, Kpr = 24,700 +SO0 k m ,  anti with thc rtinrr vnliic giwn in 
2.1 . I  to a nic:in dcnt i ty ,  p = 1.57 20.03 g - ~ r n - ~ .  
For both I k i n u r  and Ncptunc,  i t  is of importancc in spxcc ra f t  ticsign t o  asrociate the 
p1:inctar). radiuc tsith atmosphcric psramctcrs. Tliir assockition can only bc rnadc aftcr 
evaliintion of  the  cxpcctcri pl:inctary atniocpficrcs in  section 2.7. 
2.1.2.2 Pluto 
An "ex t rmc  iijipcr l i m i t "  of 6800 k m  to thc  d imic tc r  of Pliito 1135 heen given by Hslliday 
et al. (ref. 21 1 on the harir of ii nrnr occultation of a stiir by Pluto. If a gr;riing occultation is 
a r w m r d .  t h e w  s ;~mc  ohscnrtt ions lead to ;I diamctcr of 5800 k m  (ref. 21). Earlicr, Kuiprr 
(ref. 2 7 )  obtaincd ii dianictcr of 5900 k m  on thc h;isis of dicconictcr mc3curcmcnts with the 
200 inch 1Islc tclcccopc. Althoirgh the  m c m  error w:i$ cstimatcd ar 5 pcrccnt or 300 km. 
s~*stcm:itic effccts could placc the :icttial di;imcter outsidc this rangc. 
Thc diamctcr of Pluto cnn he eqtini:itcd from stlcctcd valucr for the visual geometric albedo 
or tlcnrity \!'it11 thc limit\ givcn fo r  tlic rnc:in opposit ion visu:11 ningnitiidc in table XXXSII  
(section 3 .3 .4) .  ;i viwnl gcomrtric albcdn of 0.1 corrcrpond\ to a mnxinium diamctcr of 
0900 k m  and ;I sirti31 gcomctric slbctio of I .O to a minimum dinmctcr of 2000 k m .  Likc- 
tsicc, with t t i c  limit\ for thc r i i m  ratio c).i\.cn i n  section 2.1.2,  a dcnsit). o f  I g cm-3 
corrccpond\ t o  a ni3Yinilini di:imctcr of 12,400 krii and  ;i dcncity of 8 g. to a 
minimum dimir tcr  of 4,300 km. Although these choices for  virunl gcomctric alhcdo and 
dcncit). arc rcasonshlc for solar system objects. stich a priori cstimntcq arc only suitable for 
dr,it$4ng gcncral conclticionc 
l ic rc  a n  Lippcr limit to tlic dinmcttr  of 6800 k m  will h e  ;rdoprcd bnseti o n  tlir €hlli(i;iy et al. 
(rcf. 21 ) "cxtrcnic iippcr limit". Tile loivcr limit will he set a t  4800 k i n  to avoid iinrcacon- 
ab ly  large dcnsitier. The central value i q  takcn f rom the geometric nirnn of  tlic limits which 
givcc ;i d imi r t c r  of 5700 X 1 . ? * I  k n i .  
Tfic cizriwd v:ilur for tlic densify pcrrnittcd Pliito by thc forcgoing diamctcr a n d  the m a w  
given i n  scction 2.1 . I  is 5.9 x 3'' g. cm-3. r3c.c:iusc tIic masimtini cicnrity of ohjccts in 
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the solar system is 8 go ~ r n ' - ~  *, this computation suggests that future mass determinations 
for Pluto may lead to  a smaller mass value than the one adopted in section 2.1 .l. 
2.1.3 Planetary Rotation and Orbits 
2.1.3.1 Rotation Period 
The most consistent determinations of the rotation period of Uranus and Neptune have 
come from spectrographic observations before 193 1. These observations give no indication 
of the possible change in rotation period with planetary latitude or altitude. 
For Uranus, Slipher (ref. 24) obtained a rotation period of 10h83 and Moore and Menzel 
(ref. 25) a value of 101r84. Numerous photometric observations (see Moore and Menzel (ref. 
25) and Alexander (ref. 26) for references) lead to  periods which are in substantial agree- 
ment with the foregoing values. Recent photometric studies (ref. 27) did not detect periodic 
variations which could be associated with rotation. Therefore, the period 10h8 + l h  adopted 
here for Uranus has a range of +_ lh  to include the uncertainty in the spectroscopic measure- 
ments and the possibility of a latitude variation as large as that of Saturn. 
For Neptune, the only spectrographic determination has been that of Moore and Menzel 
(ref. 28) which gave a rotation period of 15%. Photometric observation and dynamic 
arguments, based on an equatorial bulge, have led to periods ranging from 7.7h to 19.lh 
(refs. 28 and 29). Opik (ref. 29) favors a period of 12h72 on the basis of photometric 
observations. As in the case of Uranus, recent photometry of Neptune does not indicate the 
presence of periodic variations from which a period could be derived. In the absence of a 
modern confirmation of the photometrically derived period, the spectrographic result is 
preferred. The value 16h f2h will be adopted here with the range of +_2h broad enough to 
include the possibility of variation in rotation rate with latitude. 
The rotation period of Pluto has been established by photometry. The light curve given by 
Harris (ref. 30) shows a marked asymmetry with a total amplitude of 0.1 1 magnitudes. The 
period given by Hardie (ref. 31) is 6.3867d +0.0003d. Here the value 6.387d +_O.OOld will 
be adopted. 
2.1.3.2 Rotational Axis Orientation 
The vector direction of the rotational axis for Uranus and Neptune has been established 
from observation of their satellites. With respect to the mean equinox and equator of 
1950.0, the right ascension and declination of the North pole are given by Sturms (ref. 32) 
for Uranus as 
a, = 76q761 
6, = 149920 
Uranus 
*Density of iron meteorites, Allen (ref. 23). 
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anti for Nepttunc b y  Gill and  G i i i l t  (ref. 8) ilr 
Tlic prcccnionnl rates of thc rotational asis for Urnnus and Ncptiinc arc not known. 
Tlic vector direction of tlic rotational a s k  of Pitito is not known. I f  i t  is assumed to be 
pcrpcndictil:ir to the orbital planc and thc motion  direct, the  right ascension and declination 
with respect to the nican cqtrinos and Earth cquator of 1950.0 have been git*cn by Sturms 
(rcf. 32) a$ 
O~ = 313qS913G 
6, = 66P36320 
Pitito 
2.1.3.3 Orbital Elements 
Thc orbital clcmcnts of Uranus. Neptune, and Pluto cannot be rcprcsrntcd accuratcll’ in a 
simple \s*ay. The rislit arccnsion and dcclination, hclioccntric positions, and osculatiny elc- 
mcn tc  can be found in the appropriatc ycar of the Amcricati Ephemcriq arid h’aurical 
Alriiminc (puhlishcd scvcral ycnrs in advnncc of thc pear of intcndcd LIST). Heliocentric 
co-ordinates rcfcrrcd to thc Equinox of 1950.0 for  thc pcriod I9GO to 1980  arc tabtilated in 
PIuucfarj* Co-ordimfcy (ref. 3 3 ) .  Mean orbital clcnicnts rcfcrrcd to thc nicnn eqtiinou and 
ecliptic of d:itc for Uranur and Ncptunc arc found i n  hlclbournc ct  al. (ref. 12). Mean orbital 
elcmcntc for Uranur, Ncptunr ,  and Pluto with respect to tlic mean equinox and Earth 
cqiintor of 1950.0 h : ~  been g iwn  by Sturrns (ref. 32). Thc tinie dependence of the mean 
elements is exprcswd in polynoniinal form by hlclbournc et  al. (ref. 12) and Sturms 
(rcf. 32).  Precision t r a j c c t o v  coniputationr can hc carried out with thc aid of thc “JPL 
De v el op ni c n t Ephc ni c ri s N ti ni hcr 6 9. I’ * 
Figure 1 shou.s a qunlitativc plot of the outer pl:inct positions from 1970 to 1980 taken 
from I”llitlrtnr,* Co-ortlitinrt5.c. (ref. 33f .  The tick m w k s  indicatc the  poqition of each plsnct a t  
thc bcyinniny of thr calcnd;u ycar, Shortly after t h e  start of 1979 thc hclioccntric distance 
of Pluto will bc less than  t h a t  of Neptune. 
0rbit:il paramctcrs for Uranus. Neptune, and Pluto are given in table IV. Thcsc pnranictcn 
were taken from a tnhulation provided by the British Artronomical Association’s Notidhook 
f o r  1971 (ref. 34) ,  and for Urantis and Neptune t h y  arc essentially thc same as thosc which 
can bc obtained from hfelhournc et al. (rcf. 12). 
During the pcriod 1971 to 1980 ttic hclioccntric distance of Uranus will change from 
18.3 A U  to 18.8 AU and thc corresponding arbitnl speeds vary from 7.1 kmlsec to 
7.0 kmkcc .  Bccausc of its small ccccntricity tlic hclioccntric distance of Ncptunc will  be 
30.3 A U  during this pcriod and tlic orbital speed 5.4 krnlsec. The hclioccntric distance of 
*O’li.mdlcy. D.A , Holdridge, D.E , hfclhoumc, W.G. and hIufhalland. J.D., TR 32-1465, Jet Propulsion 
Labontar)., Pandcns ,  Californi3, DCC IS. 1969. 
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Figure 1 .-Heliocentric longitude versus radial distance for the 
planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto 
from the beginning of 1970 to the beginning of 1980. 
(Longitude with respect to  the Earth equinox of 
1950. 0). 
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TABLE IV 
ORBITAL PARAMETERS FOR URANUS, NEPTUNE, AND PLUTO 
I/. 
Osculating Elements a t  January 9.0 Ephemeris Time, 1971 I 
Pluto 
Inclination to the ecfiptic 17:144 
Inclination of Equator to Orbit Unknown (sec. 2.1.3) 
L. 
Period (tropical years) 
Mean distance from Sun (AU) 
Eccentricity 0.25306 
'Sec E ' x p b n J l O v  S u p p l c m n r  10 rho Ephemerh.  p. 491 (rcf. 73). 
Pluto \vi11 cliangc f rom 31.7 Al l  to 30.1 All  f rom 197 1 t o  1980 with thc orbital velocity 
changing frorn 5.8 krri'scc to 6.0 krn'scc. 
2.2 Gravitational Fields 
Ttic gravitational field of  ;I p!;inct can ht eonvcnicntly obtainrd from n potcnti;il fiinction U 
approsirn:itcd by tlircc tcrmq i n  :\n inf ini te  scricq rspnnqion (rc.f. 12). 
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d 
- J ,  (%) 3 
The force per unit mass is obtained directly from the gradient of U. The term involving u 
accounts for rotation with u = O,ZR:~ /GMP and is to be used when the coordinate 
system of interest rotates at angular speed o, :When a non-rotating coordinate system is 
used, u is set to  equal zero. J is a gravitational coefficient and P2 (sin Cp) is a Legendre 
polynominal that depends only on the planetocentric latitude qj, In this form the gravita- 
tional potential and field is independent of planetary longitude and symmetric about the 
planetary equator. Both of these assumptions are necessary because our understanding of 
the mass distribution for these planets is limited. Gravitational forces arising from the Sun, 
other planets, and planetary satellites are not included in the potential U and must be 
evaluated separately. Estimates of satellite mass are given in section 2.5. 
The gravitational fields of Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are considered herein for the cases of 
non-rotating (inertial) and corotating coordinates. 
2.2.1 Inertial Coordinates 
An inertial coordinate frame is appropriate for objects not constrained to share the planet’s 
rotation. Then, as stated previously, CJ = 0 in the foregoing expression for the gravitational 
potential U. The gravitational field then depends on the mass of the planet and the gravita- 
tional coefficient J,. For Neptune, J, can be determined from observations of the satellites 
Triton and Nereid. With the latest value for the orbital precession rate and inclination of 
Triton (ref. 8), the radius adopted for Neptune in section 2.1.2, and the period and semi- 
major axis of Triton from reference 34, J, can be evaluated as 0.0038 +O.OOO 1 .  The uncer- 
tainty shown for Neptune’s J, was obtained by assuming a +200 km uncertainty in the 
radius of Neptune only. J, has been determined for Uranus by Dunham (ref. 3 5 ) .  Conver- 
sion of his result with the radius adopted for Uranus in section 2.1.2 gives 
J2 = 0.01 1 kO.001 where the uncertainty is entirely the result of the assumed 1000 km 
uncertainty in equatorial radius. The total contribution to  the gravitational potential from 
the J, term for Uranus and Neptune is less than the uncertainty in this potential because of 
the uncertainty in the planetary masses. 
In view of the uncertainty in the mass and radius of Pluto, it is not reasonable to consider 
higher order gravitational coefficients for this planet. 
If the contribution to  the gravitational potential from J2 is neglected and the values for 
GM, and Re, in section 2.1 are used, the following expressions result in which the uncer- 
tainty reflects the uncertainty in mass and the neglected Cp dependence. 
U = -(2 15 +2) (Res /R) km2 asU2 Uranus 
U = -(273 +3) (Req/R) km2 Neptune 
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On tlic baqit of the forcgoing potential valucs. the cscapc velocity, orhitti! velocity, and 
orhital period for an  object ncar any of thcrc p1;incts can bc coniputcd: the results have bccri 
adopted as dcsign critcrin and arc shown in  tahlcs XIII, XXIV,  and XXXV (scc. 3). 
2.2.2 Corotating Coordinates 
A corotatirig coordinntc framc is appropriate whcn tlic objcct of intcrcst, c.g., a dcsccnding 
atnioqphcric probe. is conctraincci to rOtiatc* wit11 the planct and requires that a value of  u 
approprintc t o  each p lmct  tw uscd i n  tlie foregoing cxprcsqion for the gravitational potential 
u. 
The norm-spherical nature of  t h i q  potential implies tha t  the clircction of  the accelcration of 
grwit! .  \vhich dcfincs tlic local vertical will not coinciclc with the radial direction csccpt a t  
tlic pole\ and cqwtor. Tlic p1anctogr:iphic latituclc 0’ is then dcfincd as the angle bctwccn 
1111‘ direction of the accc1er:ition of gravity and the cqii:itoriaI planc. An approsimntc cxprm- 
sion to first order  in  E is g!i.t.cn for  thc diffcrcncc bctwccn planctogrnphic and plancto- 
ccritric lati tude by 6’ - $ = E sit1 26. 
Tiic altitiidc 7, is dcfincd in section 2 . 7 3  for  Uranus and Ncptunc ac the distance from thc 
correspondence Icvcl. Tlic diqtmcc from thc ccritcr o f  the plnnct R in tcmic of z can bc 
writtcn as* R = Re, 1 1  - d , v i r t  6)’ t- (7. - z,)/Keq) where 7, is a rcfcrcncc alt i tude givcn 
for cnch model atmoephcrc in sections 3.1.7 and 3.2 .7 .  
For Pluto,  z is  mcactircd from t l i c  surface of the planct and is related to R by 
R = Re, + z which can bc ohtaincd from the foregoin? csprcssion for R by sctting E and 
z, cqiin! to 7cro. 
M’ith tlic gat’itationnl potential function and the valuc fo r  Ghi,, R,, E ,  J , ,  and u g i t w  in 
t h i ~  and section 2.1, t he  p o l x  and cquntorial gravitation field can be coniputcd; thc results 
linvc bccn adopted ac dcsign criteria and arc given in tablcs XIII, XXIV, and XXXV.  
Uncertainties in this tahlc reflect the  tinccrtriintics in tlic basic qiiantitics tipon which the 
grnvitational field dcpcnd. For thc purpose of constructing modcl ntmosphcrcr. thc accclrra- 
tion of gravity is takcn as tlic n x a n  of the polar and cqiiatorial field for each planct with thc 
range that tlic c s t r m c  pol:ir and equatorial firltls pcrnmit. Tlicsc valucs follow: 
For Pluto,  the  acceleration of  gravity at  i t <  surfiicc dcpcnds on tllc considtrablc tinccrtainty 
in mas< and radiur Use of  thc ccntrnl valucs and rangc for  masc and radius given in scctions 
2.1.1 and 2.1.2, rcsu!t$ in a range of values for Pluto’s surfacc gravity of 470 X 2.5’ 
cni . s- ’. 
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2.3 Magnetic Fields 
No data exist from which the magnetic fields of Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto can be estab- 
lished. Furthermore, existing data are not appropriate for setting firm upper limits. 
2.3.1 Magnetic Fields of Uranus and  Neptune 
Of the four major outer planets, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune, only the magnetic 
field of Jupiter and its corresponding dipole moment are reasonably well established (refs. 
36, 37 and 38). The estimate of NASA SP-8069 (ref. 38) for Jupiter's field at one planetary 
radius on the magnetic equator is 1.2 X 2'l X 10-3T (12 X 2'1 gauss), corresponding 
to  a dipole moment of 4 X 2' 1 X 1 027 A*m2. This result came from extensive analysis of 
Jovian decametric and decimetric radiation. As stated in section 2.4.3, there has been no 
detection of decametric radiation from Uranus and Neptune and the brightness temperature 
measurements listed in table VI1 (sec. 2.4.3) do not lend themselves to  the specification of 
planetary magnetic fields. One attempt to detect linear polarization in the emission from 
these planets at 3.12 cm has been made by Berge (ref. 39), but no linear polarization was 
established outside experimental uncertainties. No attempts to  establish the extent of the 
source of radio emission have been reported. In short, the observational base from which 
Jupiter's magnetic field has been determined is almost entirely absent for Uranus and 
Neptune. 
Analysis of the relevant magnetic field generation mechanisms (refs. 40 and 41) have not 
been applied to  Uranus and Neptune. The difficulties of such analysis are indicated by Hide 
(ref. 42). Our lack of knowledge of the bulk composition and structure for these planets is a 
serious obstacle t o  the theoretical prediction of their magnetic fields. 
Several scaling procedures have been suggested for estimating the fields of these planets 
(refs. 37, 40, and 43); the qualitative results with Jupiter as a base are shown in the first 
three entries of table V. The fourth entry is an estimate based on remnant core magnetism 
made by Pochtare (ref. 43). None of the procedures is based on a substantiated physical 
theory although the range shown in table V is not unreasonable for the general magnetic 
field of these two planets. 
Because there are no valid reasons for accepting the results of any one of the scaling 
procedures in table V, the magnetic field strength, form (dipolar, quadrupolar, etc.), and 
orientation must be considered as unknown for both Uranus and Neptune. In specific 
regions near these planets, fields as large as T (100 gauss) cannot be excluded. In the 
design of space vehicles intended to pass near these planets, consideration should be given to 
the possibility of such large fields. 
2.3.2 Magnetic Field of Pluto 
Pluto is smaller than Earth and rotates more slowly (secs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3) so there may be 
insufficient motion to sustain a magnetic field even with a fluid, conducting core. Remnant 
magnetism (ref. 43) and other field generating mechanisms could be important. On the basis 
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TABLE V 
ESTIMATES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF URANUS AND NEPTUNE' 
Principal Assumptions 
Magnetic Moment' * Proportional to Volume 
Magnetic Moment. Proportionat to Rotational 
Angular Momentum 
Magnetic Flux Density** * Proportional to 
Volume 
Magnetic Flux Density in 
Magnetic Equator a t  one 
Planetary Radius 
Uranus 
1.2 x 10-3 T 
( 1  2 gauss) 
1.2 x 10-4 T 
(1.2 gauss) 
7.0 x 10-5 T 
(0.7 gauss) 
Neptune 
1.2 x 10-3 T 
( 1  2 gauss) 
1.1 x 10-4 T 
(1.1 gauss) 
5.0 x 10-5 T 
(0.5 gauss) 
Magnetic Flux Density Related to Remnant 
Magnetism of Core, Pochtarev (ref, 43) 
1.5 X T 
(0.01 5 gauss) 
1.5 X T 
(0.01 5 gauss) 
*h'echanicaT quanriries were taken f rom wcrion 1 1. Allen (ref 23). and NASA SP.BC69 (ref 38) 
"Jovian magnetic momcnr of 4 2: 10'' A.m' (4 Y lo'* gauis*cm'l  orsumcd 
* *  'Jovinn rnrrgncric cquaror ia l  field a! one plancrary rildius of 1.2 X lo-' T (12 gausss) m m c d  
2.4 Electromagnetic Radiation 
fI1cbct romnyrnctic radi:it ion i n  thc vicinity of Uranuz,  Ncpt uric, and  Pluto is prcsentcd accord- 
ins  to orisin i n  thrcc p i r t s ,  solar radiation, rcflcctcti solar r;idiation, and thcrninl radiation. 
2.4.1 Solar Radiation 
I n  t l i c  vicinity of tlicsr. planets and ~ v h c n  tmstiadotvccl, tlic Sun ix the dominant  nntumf 
source of clcctroninyrnctic radiation fo r  all u.avclcngtlis less t h a n  10 p m .  Valucs for thc  solar 
spcctral irrx1i:incc (power per unit ;irc:i ; ~ n d  pcr unit ivnvclcngtli in tcnnl )  from 50 A to 
10 111 and  thc intqr ; i tcd spectral irrxliancc 11 (powcr pcr unit a m )  arc given in NASA 
SI'-800.5 (ref. 44) and ;ippl}* ; I t  1 A l J  outcicic tlic I::irth's atmozphcrc. At thc rx t rcmrz  of tliiz 
r,ingr. tlic. rmiwion is higtil>* vari:ihlc*. but  in the rcgion of primar5, cmizcion (0.3 pni to 
4 pi111 i t  is ni.:irl). constant u ' i t l i  timc. Tiic spcctral irr;idi;2ncc ;it 1 A l l  or solar conztant [ I .  is 
0.1353 +0.0021 W* cm-2 (ref. 44). These quantities, H, and Ha, accurately vary as S-2 
where S is distance from the Sun. Standard relationships for spectral intensity I, (power per 
unit area and per unit wavelength interval and per steradian), spectral flux F,, (power per 
unit area and per unit wavelength interval), and integrated flux F, (power per unit area), 
lead to the formulas adopted herein for solar radiation in tables XIV, XXV, and XXXVI 
(sec. 3). 
2.4.2 Reflected Solar Radiation 
Solar radiation reflected from Uranus has been observed only at phase angles less than 3" 
and for Neptune and Pluto only at phase angles less than 2". This radiation is conventionally 
described in terms of astronomical magnitudes, color differences, and albedos. The defini- 
tion of geometric albedo p,, given in appendix C, leads to  formulas for the optical intensity 
and spectral flux reflected from these planets at zero phase and planetocentric distance R as 
follows 
where Rpo is the distance from the planet to the Sun in AU. The phase dependence of these 
quantities (I,, FA) has not been established; but as the foregoing expressions refer to  zero 
phase, they may be taken as upper limits. 
Geometric albedos have been given by Harris (ref. 30) for Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto and 
by Appleby and Imine (ref. 45) for Uranus. Fix et al. (ref. 46) gives relative albedos for 
Pluto. The results of the foregoing authors are based on modern photoelectric photometry. 
Accurate geometric albedos can be computed from this photometry only when the plane- 
tary dimensions and time-dependent brightness variations are known. The dimensions of all 
three planets are uncertain (sec. 2.1.2). In addition, because Uranus and Neptune have 
atmospheres with appreciable amounts of gas above any likely cloud layer, the selection of 
appropriate dimensions for computing geometric albedos is difficult. In particular, the 
adopted dimensions of section 2.1.2 are not directly suitable for the computation of geo- 
metric albedos as they encompass the high atmospheres of both planets through their 
relationship to stellar occultations. 
To proceed further, dimensions for these planets must be assumed. For Uranus and Nep- 
tune, the radii obtained with a double image micrometer by Dollfus (refs. 14 and 47) will be 
used and for Pluto the radius adopted in section 2.1.2. The uncertainty in radius will be 
taken as +lo00 km for Uranus and 5500 km for Neptune. The resulting geometric albedos, 
sources of photometric data, and the planetary dimensions that were used are given in table 
VI. The uncertainty in geometric albedo shown in table VI results entirely from the assumed 
uncertainty in radius. 
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TABLE VI 
GEOMETRIC ALBEDOS FOR URANUS, NEPTUNE, AND PLUTO 
Effective 
Wavelength' 
Pm 
0.3147 
0.353 ( U )  
0.3590 
0.3615 ( U )  
0.3926 
0.4 155 
0.4400 (B) 
0.4480 (8) 
0.4573 
0.5012 
0.5480 (V)  
0.5540 (V) 
0.6264 
0.6900 ( R )  
0.7297 
0.8200 (I) 
0.8595 
1.0635 
Source of Photometry 
Appleby & lrvine (ref.  45) 
Harris ( ref .  30) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref.  45) 
Appfeby & lwine (ref. 45) 
Appleby & lwine (ref .  45) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref.  45) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref.  45) 
Harris (ref. 30) 
Appleby & Imine (ref .  45) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref. 45) 
Appleby & twine (ref. 45) 
Harris (ref. 30) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref.  45) 
Harris (ref. 30) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref. 45) 
Harris (ref.  30) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref .  45) 
Appleby & lrvine (ref. 45) 
Calculated Geometric Alb'edo' 
Uranus 
0.48 20.03 
0.48 20.03 
0.48 20.03 
0.48 20.03 
0.53 t0.03 
0.53 20.03 
0.54 20.03 
0.54 20.03 
0.56 t0.03 
0.57 $0.03 
0.48 20.03 
0.51 t0.03 
0.25 20.02 
0.29 20.02 
0.07 t0.01 
0.11 20.01 
0.03 20.01 
0.05 +0.01 
Neptune 
0.52 20.02 
0.55 50.02 
0.45 +0.07 
0.22 20.01 
0.08 20.01 
PI u to' ' 
0.10 20.04 
0.11 20.05 
0.13 50.04 
0.16 20.06 
0.15 t O . 0 6  
*Leticr specifics p a s  bands which nre dlwunrd in :he refercncas cited ond Nmburn ond Gulkis (ref 49) 
**The r d l i  urcd wcrc Uranus Rcq 6 25.400 : 1000 km. APp 24,700 loo0 km: Ncprunc Req = R,,c = 24,300 $500 km; 
Pluro RR3 - 5700 Y 1 2" hm 
* * * R c I ~ ~ i v c  albedos ai  21 wwelcngtlis bcnvcen 0 34 rind 0 59 M r n  have n1so bccn given by Fix et a1 lrof 46) 
The gconietric allicdos calci i l : i t~~i  from the photometry  of I h r i s ,  and Applcby and I n i n e  
arc i n  good agrccmcnt for IJranus at iv:~velcn_cths d 0.554 pni. At longer wavclcngths, the 
diffcrcnceq in bandpass coupled with ;ibrorption features i n  the spectra can account for 
tlic appnrcnt diffcrcncc in geometric alheclo~, as pointed out by Applcby and I n i n c  (ref. 
45) .  Tiihlc VI \vnq urcd to cstahlich tlir limiting i~iltics of geometric alhcdo plottcd in figurcs 
3,. 5 .  rind 8. 
A photometric dt*tcrniin:ition of the  integrated geometric albedo p,: for Uranus has bccn 
givm by Yolinkin and bIuncti (ref. 481 as p,: = 0.32. This value is uncertain, like ttic 
individual genriietric alhcdos, because of the uncertainty in the planet's dinicnsions. Fiois- 
ever. pg is unlikely to differ from tlic Yotinkin anti hitinch result by more thnn +0.1. This 
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value, pg = 0.32 kO.1, and its substitution in the following expression for the integrated 
reflected solar flux F, 
are adopted for both Uranus and Neptune. No integrated geometric albedos have been 
computed for Pluto. The relative albedos obtained by Fix et al. (ref. 46) slowly 
change over the wavelength region of maximum solar emission. As an estimate, the geo- 
metric albedo given in table VI for the visual V passband will be used for the integrated 
geometric albedo for Pluto with an uncertainty factor of 2' (p, = 0.14 X 2' ). 
Within the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune, the foregoing intensities and fluxes likely 
represent upper limits on direct and reflected radiation from the Sun. Additional sources of 
radiation in this region (50 A to 10 m )  which might be expected are airglow, aurora, and 
lightning. Because these sources have not been observed, no description of the expected 
intensities is possible. Lightning discharge may occur in convective cloudforming regions 
with intensities comparable to those observed on Earth. 
2.4.2.1 Magnitudes and Color 
The brightness of Uranus and Neptune, their sateliites, and Pluto can be specified by their 
magnitudes and colors. The values given by Harris have been adopted and are shown in 
tables XVI, XXVII, and XXXVII. When the geometry of illumination and observation is 
specified in terms of phase angle *, so, and observation distance A, the relationship 
mv - (m, *6m,) + 5 Zog(RpoA) + (Am)* 
applies with Rp,and A in AU only and \k in degrees. The phase coefficient Am for Uranus 
and Neptune has been investigated by Talley and Horak (ref. 50) and Harris (ref. 30). An 
observed Am value of 0.0003 1 mag./degree for Uranus and 0.0006 mag./degree for Neptune 
have been reported by Sinton (ref. 51). As indicated by Harris (ref. 30), knowledge of this 
coefficient over the limited range of phase angle permitted by Earth observation (3" for 
Uranus and 2" for Neptune) does not permit extrapolation to much larger phase angles. The 
magnitude of the phase coefficient for the satellites of Uranus and Neptune and Pluto is not 
known. Here a value for Am of (0 .01~o~oo5 + 'o ') will be adopted for Uranus and Neptune and a 
value of (0.03-0.01 +O.O5) for the satellites and Pluto. The uncertainty for the satellites and Pluto 
includes the known phase variation for the Moon and the largest satellites of Jupiter (ref. 52). 
An alternate presentation of the visual magitude of these objects has been given by Pace 
(ref. 53). 
In addition to the phase variation, changes in brightness for these objects have been reported 
that are related to  rotation and position in orbit. For Uranus, Alexander (ref. 26) and 
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Bcckcr (ref. 54)  report a 42-)*cnr v;iri:ition in aniplitiidc of - 0.3 mag., a 5 . 5  to 11.5-year 
wrintion o f  - 0 3 mng , and a vnrintion with planctary rotation of - 0.15 mng However, 
the most rcccrrt scrics of  ohccnat ionc mntlc at  thc Lowc11 Ohecn:itory from I950 to 1966 
arid rcport td  b y  Iiarclic a n d  Gicl:ic (ref. 27).  Johnson and  Irinrtc (ref. 551, Sinton (ref. 5 I ) ,  
Scrkotvcki (ref 561, a n d  Jcrzykicivic7 R Scrkowski (ref 5 7 )  plscc the  short  and long term 
change in brightness a t  lccs than 0.1 mng T h e  Lowell Obscrvntory results rcfcr to blue 
magnitudes. \vhcrc:1s t h e  vsriationc reported h y  Bcckcr and A1cs:indt.r rcfcr to vislia~ magni- 
tudes.  Bccausc this divcrgcncc‘ of  rcctilts h:is not  bccn explainrd,  the conctant b m ,  in the 
foregoing csprtcsion f o r  niv will be taken ns kO.3. 
The. I.ou.cll Ohnntor!* scrics also inc l t i dc~ t l  Ncpt  tin^ i n  hluc m:iynittitlcc ivith a total long 
and short term varin\iilit). o f  Ices t1i; in 0.1 m:y. so a bni,, o f  io. 1 niag will be adopted for 
Kcptunc .  
For I’itito. the totill vari:ition o f  brightncce with rotiition amounts to 0.1 1 mng. according to 
\’i’;rlkcr and 1i;irdic Ircf. 581. Therefore,  a b m ,  o f  i0 .  I mag. l iar  bccn adopted to spnn the 
e x pc c t c d ch 311 gc in b ri gh t ness. 
Of the  snti%llitcs o f  Ilr,mu< and h’cptunc, only Tri ton ch:ingcs apprccinhl>+ in brightncsz: it 
has a total varintion o f  0.25 m:i_g. with orfiital poqition. C‘onwqwntl!~, for the sntcllitcs of 
both planet\. a brn,, of i0.3 ning is adopted to cncompnss any  undiscovcrcd briglitncqs vari- 
ations 
2.4.3 Intrinsic Thermal a n d  Non-Thermal  Radiation 
Th c e s i c  t i n g r;i tl i o ni c t 1’ r hrigh t ne sc t c m  pc r:it 11 re ni c nsu re me 11 t s for U r;in 11s , Ne p t ii n c , and 
Pluto arc licted in t;thlc i ‘ I1 .  Tiwc  IF bccn no succcsfu l  r;idiomctric detection o f  Pluto. 
Scvcrnl a t tcmptc t o  tlctcct clccanirtric r;rdiation from Uranus,  reported Lq, A r i w n d c n  and 
I’rickcon (ref. 59)  and Smitli (ref. GO), h;ivc not h k c n  succcwful. 
The restilt\ tahulatcd in t:ibIc VI1 arc of  miucd quality becaucc of  limitations o f  systcni 
scneitivit!’ anti c;ilitir;ition T1ic increncc in bright ncss tcmpcraturc with increasing H’WC- 
Icngth (from 0.3 c m  to IO cm)  f o r  ho th  IJr,rnuc and Ncj>tunc is similar to the  change 
exhibited b y  both  Jupiter anti Saturn in thiz wavclcngth intcn’nl Altliotigh altcrnatc cspla- 
nations arc powitilc ( S C C  2.0.4), tht incrcacc in brightness tcrnpcrnt lire wi th  increaring w v c -  
Icvpth likely rcy~reec.nt\ atrtiosphcric t h ~ ~ - n i n l  rndintion I t  is then rcason:ihfc to 
intcrprct all tlicsc nicxiircs as di\k brigtrtri~sc tcmpcrnturcs Ti l .  Oii this hat;ic the rangcc of 
dick tiriglit ~ i c c c  tcmpcr;if tire i w r c  ct;timatcd for  IJranuz and Ncpt tine and arc given in figtircq 
3 (SCC. 3.1.4) anti 6 (scc 3.2.4) tvith lilicral unccrtaint)’ and  rc:ison:ihlc cxtrapolation i n  
w:ivclcngth regions whcrc no ohccn’ationc 1iat.c. been m:idc. 
The  effcctivc radi;itin_r tcmpcr;iturc Tcrr for  IJrclnlic, Neptiinc,  their s:itcllitcc, and  Pluto is 
not k n own : c o si ci tl e, rn hlc d i f fi c ii I t i ‘3 s h ii nr pc r c s pc ri 111 c n t ;i I (1 C’ t e rni i n:i t i on c of  t 11 is pn r:i m c t c r . 
For  Ilr,inus. a bolometric I3ond allicdo of  0 .42 Ii;ie twcn cqtimntctl by  Yotinkin and Miinch 
(rcf. 48) .  LJsz o f  t h i c  vnluc leads to an rfftxtivc tcmpcrnturc o f  56 K if it is asziiiiied that 
1Jr‘iniis rndistcs unif(>rml>*. I f  onl). one hcmisphrbrc ratliatcs a n  cstrcmc caw appronchcd 
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TABLE VI1 
Brightness Temperature 
(K) 
MEASURED BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES FOR 
URANUS, NEPTUNE, AND PLUTO 
Wavelength Source 
300 +1200, 1.9 cm 
i.e., not detected 
U R A N U S  
Kellermann & Pauliny-Toth (ref. 70) 
55 k 3 
+ 7  
107 t32 
105 k13 
1 1 1  + 7 
131 k15 
125 +I5 
201 +I6 
181 f 7 
212 k16 
169 k20 
170 +20 
210 +I7 
180 +40 
130 +40 
58 - 6 
65 
88 k 5 
134 +I8 
194 +24 
172 +22 
225 +20 
137 k40 
227 +23 
< 150 
17.5-25 pm 
17.5-25 pm 
0.12 cm 
0.33 cm 
0.35 cm 
0.822 cm 
0.95 cm 
1.65 cm 
1.95 cm 
2.7 cm 
3.12 cm 
3.75 cm 
6 cm 
11.13 cm 
11.3 cm 
Low (ref. 61) 
Armstrong (ref. 62) 
Armstrong (ref. 62) 
Epstein e t  al. (ref. 63) 
Pauliny-Toth and Kellermann (ref. 64) 
Kuzmin and Losovsky (ref. 65) 
Pauliny-Toth and Kellermann (ref. 64) 
Mayer & McCullough (ref. 66) 
Pauliny-Toth and Kellermann (ref. 64) 
Mayer and McCullough (ref. 66) 
Berge (ref. 39) adjusted by Newburn and 
Gulkis (ref. 49) 
Klein & Seling (ref. 67) adjusted by 
Newburn and Gulkis (ref. 49) 
Mayer & McCullough (ref. 66) 
Gerard (ref. 68) 
Kellermann (ref. 69) 
N E P T U N E  
0.12 cm 
0.35 cm 
0.95 cm 
1.65 cm 
1.95 cm 
2.7 cm 
3.12 cm 
6 cm 
11.13 cm 
Armstrong (ref. 62) 
Pauliny-Toth & Kellermann (ref. 64) 
Pauliny-Toth & Kellermann (ref. 64) 
Mayer & McCullough (ref. 66) 
Pauliny-Toth & Kellermann (ref. 64) 
Mayer & McCullough (ref. 66) 
Berge (ref. 39) adjusted by Pauliny-Toth & 
Mayer & McCullough (ref. 66) 
Gerard (ref. 69) 
Kellermann (ref. 64) 
P L U T O  
atmiit 1985 vAicn Ur,inus p rcwi t s  a rot;itionnl pole to the Sun - the foregoing albedo va1w 
It-ads to an cffcsctivc teriipCri\tlirC of 66 K. An cffcctivc temperature o f  56 K is in accord 
with the  t\so csisting I R  nie;isitrcnicnt\ by 1 - o ~  and Armstrong (table 1'11). I t  is possible, 
Iiotvrvcr. t l i s t  I J r m u s  radiates more energ!* than  it  rcccivcs from the  Sun as is apparcntly the 
case for Jupiter anti Saturn (ref. 7 1 I. For Urunits. a compromise Tell of G 1 t5 K is adopted: 
this span takes in to  account tlic changing dircction of the rotatiorin1 axis t o  thc Uranus- 
Sun line and some 1inccrt;iinty i n  holumetric albedo but docs not  a s w i i c  an intcrnnl sottrcc 
of energy. 
For Ntptunc ,  iisc of the bolonirtric Bond rrlbedo of  0.42 obtained by  Yotinkin a n d  hlunch 
for Uranus (rcf. 48)  Ic:ids to an cffcctivc tcmpcraturc of 45 K with the a w i m p t i o n  of 
uniform cmisrion from the ~ .ho fc  pl:inct. A bolometric Bond altmfo bctwecn 0.2 and 0 6 
I c w l c  to an cffcctivc' 1mpcr:i turc range of 45+3 E: tvliicli is adopted here. AF with Urnntts, 
this vnluc docs riot aswnic an)* internal sotircc of energy. 
Pluto mid Triton (Ntjitunc's 1;trgcst sntcllitc.) arc likely ninFrivc and cool cnottgh to havc 
atriiosphcrcs (sccs. 2.7.4 and 2.5.1.2). but  nonc havc been dctcctcd A tcnuotis atmaspherc. 
u.otild limit backwarming of the surface. Bolometric Bond alhcdos arc now known for Pluto 
o r  the satcllitcs of Uranus and Neptune: however, for Pluto the bolometric Bond albedo is 
l ikc l>*  small (GO.2'). T h c  surfricc tcmpcraturc for t l i w  otijcrts depcnds on tlic illiiriiination 
conditions, rotittion rate. and sitrfiicc tlizmial propertic$ that could result in largc tcmpcra- 
tiirc wriationq. TIit integrated tlicrriial radiation from thew objects will be dominated by 
tlic warmest si trfrm region, near tlic sub-solar point.  I t  is appropriate then to arccpt  as an  
upper limit thc suhsolar jmint tcmpcraturc with it bolomctric Bond alhcdo of 0. Thcsc 
limiting valucs for Pluto and the satcllitcs of Uranus and Neptune arc: 
TcIf <72 K Pluto at  perihelion 
Teff <72 K S;itcbllitcq of Neptune 
S;itcllitc*r of Uranus 
I t  shotild bc u n d m t o o d  that cwn higher tcmperaturcs arc' possible if thc cmiscivity is not  
it ni t >'. 
2.5 Satellites and Meteoroids 
2.5.1 Sa tel I i tes 
Uranus h:1s f ive nntitrsl satcllitcs, Neptune tins two, anti Pluto nonc. Limits to the photo- 
graphic m:irnititdc o f  any  yet  irndiwovcrcd sntcllitc for thrw planets h a w  hccn given by 
Kuiprr  (ref. 77 1. For Neptune, an ttppcr limit of approximate!)* 160 k m   as cstahlishcd for 
tlic diameter of itny undiqcovcrcd s:ttcllitcs in thc region from IS to 1200 pl;tnctnr,+ radii 
with largc'r tiinmctcrs poFcihlc inside and outside thaw regions. Thcsc limits to diameters of 
undiwovcrcd sntcllitcq apply to tlic sanir rcgioriq ;)round Uranus. Satcllitcz with diameters 
smnllcr t h n n  t h e  foregoing values arc known to exist i n  the solar system (ref. 23) so 
undimwcrcd  satellites for IJraniis, Neptune. and cvcn Pluto an '  posihlc. 
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Photometric information and surface temperature are discussed for the satellites of Uranus 
and Neptune in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. Detailed orbital information on the satellites other 
than Miranda and Nereid is given in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac; the 
1961 Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris (ref. 73) gives orbital information on 
satellites other than Miranda. 
2.5.1.1 The Satellites of Uranus 
The five satellites of Uranus revolve in nearly circular orbits with negligible mutual inclina- 
tions (<I‘ of arc) at distances between 4.8 to  21.6 Re, from Uranus’ center and with 
periods between 1.4 and 13.5 days according to  Kuiper (ref. 74). The orbital plane is 
generally taken as coincident with the planetary equator, but Sandner (ref. 75) cites the lack 
of confirmation. Steavenson (ref. 76) has noted variations in the brightness of these satel- 
lites with position in orbit, but rotation rate and rotation axis orientation are not known. 
The orbital properties and estimates of radius and mass are given in table XVII. The radius 
was estimated from the photo-visual magnitudes given by Harris (ref. 30) and a range of 
geometric albedo (0.08 - 0.65) suggested by Dollfus (ref. 47). The mass estimates given in 
table XVII were taken from the provisional satellite to  planet mass ratios given by Kuiper 
(ref. 74). Because these ratios depend on an assumed equality of albedo and density for the 
five satellites (ref. 74), the implied mass in grams is taken as an order of magnitude estimate 
only. Two relationships that exist between the mean motions ni of these satellites (ref. 74) 
are given by 
n5 - 3nl + 2n2 = 09079 
nl - n2 - 2n3 + n4 = 0?0034 
where the subscript 1 refers to Ariel, 2 to  Umbriel; 3 t o  Titania, 4 to  Oberon, and 5 to 
Miranda. 
2.5.1.2 The Satellites of Neptune 
Neptune’s two satellites stand in marked contrast to the regularity of the Uranian system. 
Triton circles Neptune in an orbit of negligible eccentricity at a distance of 14.1 Re, with a 
period of 5.89 days (ref. 77). This motion is retrograde with respect to  Neptune’s rotation; 
the inclination of the orbital plane being approximately 161” to  the planet’s equator leads 
to precession of Triton’s orbital pole (360’ in 580.8 years) (ref. 8). The mass ratio of Triton 
to  Neptune has been given by Alden (ref. 78), and Kovalevsky (ref. 3) quotes a second value 
by Nicholson et al. (1 93 1). These two results differ by a factor of three which may be taken 
as a measure of the uncertainty in Triton’s mass. On the basis of these results, Triton rivals 
Jupiter’s Ganymede and Saturn’s Titan for being the solar system’s most massive satellite. 
Dollfus (ref. 47) indicates that G. P. Kuiper directly determined the diameter of Triton with 
a discometer. The diameter given by Dollfus (ref. 47) from this measurement is 3770 km 
with an estimated uncertainty of +1300 km. At Triton’s mean distance from the Earth, the 
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foregoing dianictcr corresponds to an  angular dianictcr of  lcss than 0.2". Tri ton is known to 
cshihit  bricli tncn variations which correlate with orbital position (ref. 30). If this correla- 
tion is real, it m a y  imply synchronous rota!ion Argunicnts given by Kuipcr (ref. 79)  indi- 
catc Triton might ponc%s a tcnuous atniosphcre. A rcccnt a t tcmpt  (ref. 80) to detect meth- 
anc  cstahlirhcd an upper  limit for mcthanc abtindancc, bu t  no methane was found.  Other 
Icrq ensill* dcbttCtiihlc gases arc possihlc, but  no limit5 on tlicir abundance h a w  been given. 
h'eptiinc's stconri sntcllitc, Nereid,  move$ i n  an orhit of largc eccentricity (= 0.75) at  a mcan 
distancc from the planct of 221 R,, with a pcriod o f  359.9 days. Nereid's ccccntricity is the 
larpcrt among kn0u.n nnturnl satellites. Tlic motion of  Nereid is direct with rcspcct 
t o  planetan. rotation and thc orhit  is inclincd npprosinintcly 28" to the  planetar). equator  
(ref. 77). h'citlicr the mnqt; nor  the  dirncn(;ions of thiq sntcllitc are known. Ilcrc, thc  dianieter 
11;is hccn cstimntcd asstiming a range of gconictric alhcdo (0.08 to 0.65) as w a s  done for 
the sntcllitcr; o f  Ilrmus An cstrcnic upper limit to thc mass i u s  cstimatcd by combining thc 
jarpest diaiiictcr given tiy tlic foregoing argiinicnt witIi a density of 8 g i ~ n l ~ ,  ttic iippcr limit 
dcnritj.  for meteoric matcri:iI (ref. 23) .  Tlicsc orhit;il and physicnl propcrtics for Neptune's 
two satelliter arc given i n  table XXVIII (scc 3). 
2.5.2 Meteoroids 
Tlic p1anct:iV and interplanetar). meteoroid cnvironmcnt froni 0. I to 30 A U  ha t  been 
spccificxd in VASA SI'-R038 (ref. 8 1 9 .  This rsngc cffcctivcly includes IJrnnur. Neptune, and 
Pluto i l f t t r  1973. T h c  conictar} meteoroid modcl giscn i n  NASA SP-8038 is rcconimcndcd 
for lire nc:ir any of there three plancts in conjtiriction with tlic n i x <  and raditrc, vnlucs givcn 
in scctionr 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 
2.6 Charged Particles 
2.6.1 Galactic Cosmic Rays 
As ohzcncd  ncnr mid from tlic Ifiirth, g n l x t i c  cosmic ray intcnqitics are modulated by thc 
intcrplnnctar)* m:ignctic ficld (rzfs 87, 83 anti 83). I n  gcncrnl, it is cspcctcd flint this 
niot1ul;ition reducer t h e  intcnsitics more srvcrcll* at  lower cncrgiec;, closcr t o  the Sun. and 
duriny intcnnls  of  grc:itcr solar activity. Qti:intitativc predictions of the intcnsitim ncnr 
Ur,rnu<. h'cptunc, anti Pluto hnvc not been riindc. T h e  approach adopted here is t o  specify 
fluscr in the ohscncd tnc rgy  range (0.1 and 10" G e V )  bctwccn zcro and a spcctrum 
c s t  r,ipnl:itcd from the highest rncrgics o f  c o m i c  rays ohscncd for the most ahundant 
pnrticlc kind\ at  tinier; ncnr minimum solx activity. Tlii~ spectrum can be approuinintcd for 
ttic f l u x  of pxt ic lcs  with kirictic cncrgy grcntcr t1i:in F by  
ishcrc hl , c2  is tlic p;irticIc rcFt tncrg)v and It is tlic particle kirictic cncrsy in GcV (both 
hl,,c* iind 1: in Gc\' pcr niiclcon for a1ph:i-p:irticlcs~. Tlic sumninr)' by 1I;rffricr (rcf. 85) gives 
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K E 2.5 cm-2 .s- 1 for protons and K -0.25 cm-2 0S-l for alpha particles; Fanselow (ref. 
86) gives K 0.02 cm-2 0S-l for electrons. 
2.6.2 Solar Protons 
Protons of energy greater than 1 MeV constitute a major component of solar cosmic rays. 
Their intensity near the Earth varies over several orders of magnitude, has both directional 
and isotropic components, and is positively correlated with flare activity. The intensity 
variation with heliocentric distance S has not been measured and depends on the configura- 
tion of the interplanetary magnetic field and the form and location of the heliosphere 
boundary. Because solar proton emission is sporadic and the radial dependence is not 
known, the fluxes adopted here for the vicinity of Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are between 
0 and 1 .O times the near-Earth values specified by McDonald (ref. 87). 
2.6.3 Solar Wind 
The properties of the solar wind are summarized by Dessler (ref. 88), Parker (ref. 89), and 
by Hundhausen (ref. 90) and the references therein. On the basis of data from spacecraft 
(for values of S in the range 0.8 to  1.5 AU), protons and electrons have observed concentra- 
tions of approximately 8 S-2 cm-3 (for S in AU), and are streaming radially away from 
the Sun at speeds near 320 km/sec during quiescent solar conditions (ref. 90). Increased 
solar activity can result in temporary inceases up to factors of 10 in concentration and 3 in 
speed. The applicable theory suggests that extrapolation of these conditions towards the 
heliosphere boundary is justified. 
The location of the heliosphere boundary, the shape of the corresponding solar cavity, and 
the nature of the boundary itself are all subjects of current controversy. Distances to the 
heliopause of from 5 AU (ref. 91) to 300 AU (ref. 89) are found in the current literature 
with arguments leading to intermediate values from 30 to 100 AU being given by Brandt 
(ref. 82), Semar (ref. 92), Blum and Fahr (ref. 93), and McDonough and Brice (ref. 94). If 
the wind terminated in a strong shock (as would be likely if the boundary were as near as 
30 AU), Brandt (ref. 82) argues the solar wind particle speed will drop by a factor of four, 
the density will increase by the same amount, and the temperature of the solar wind protons 
and perhaps electrons will rise to lo6 or 107"K. Current estimates of interstellar conditions 
(refs. 89 and 94) imply it is quite unlikely the heliosphere boundary is as near as the orbit of 
Uranus. 
The position adopted here is to assume there exists some chance that the heliosphere 
boundary will be encountered on a mission to Neptune or Pluto. Interior to the boundary, 
the solar wind properties will be extrapolated from observations at 1 AU; beyond the 
boundary the arguments of Brandt (ref. 82) will be used. 
2.6.4 Trapped Radiation Belts 
On the basis of its radio emission, Jupiter is known to possess extensive trapped radiation 
belts containing relativistic electrons (refs. 36, 37 and 38). It is appropriate to consider the 
existence of such energetic particle belts for Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. 
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2.6.4.1 Comparison of Uranus and Neptune with Jupiter 
The sotirics of inforni:ition dcscrit)ing the r;idio emission of Urantis and Ncptunc arc con- 
taincd in tahlc VI1 (scc 2.4.3).  ii comp:irison of selected data  for these two planets and 
Jiipitcr is m x i c  i n  tiihlt V I I I .  This comp:irison inriicates thrcc dcficirncics i n  t l ic  esisting 
riic:istirc.nient~ for  1Jr.inus mid Ncptunc. F h t ,  polari7ation nic:isiircnicnts h ; ~  been made at 
on!!. a single frcqtirnc)' (3 .12 ern) where for Jupi ter  tlic radiation is thought t o  be mainly of 
thcrmnl oriLgin and tinpo1ari;tcd. Sccond, no sourcc es tcn t  nicasurenicnts have been made. 
Third,  thcrc arc no nic:istircnicnts at  all hc)*ond 11.13 cni for Uranur a n d  6 cni for Ncptunc. 
For Jupiter,  synchrotron emission is believed t o  tic t he  doniin:int source of radiation for 
ivavclcngthq grc'ntcr thm 10 cni ;mtf thcrni:il cniission the dominant source at wavclcngths 
lcss t h m  6 cni (ref. 36). Thus,  the existing nic:isiircnicnts for Uranus arid h'cptunc would 
not like!!' provide rvidcncc of ii synchrotron source. 
The comp:irison in tiihlc VI11 of the 8.6 nini and 10.4 cm Jovian brightncs< tempcmturcs 
isith tliosc of Urmtis  and Ncptunr  indicates rough ;tgrernicnt in magni'udc and thc general 
trcnd of incrcnsing tcmpcrsturc with w;ivclcngth. Thic agrccmrnt is consistent with what  
~sould be expected of thcrnial cmiqsion from p l a n c t a ~  atmosphcrcs in which is the 
principal op:icity sotirc'c (ref. 65). Lsw and Staclin (ref. 95) and  Gulkis e t  a!. (rcf. 96) 
d i w m  NI13 ; IC an opacity sotirc'r i n  tlic ;~tmosphcrcs  of Jupiter and Saturn.  Thcrc is some 
tendency i n  the dick hr igl i tncs~ tcnipcrnttircs for IJranus and Ncptunc (tahlc V l l )  to flat tcn 
out  or $r*crc:icc at  the  longest wsvclcngths ohscncd  This is partictilarly evident i n  the 
self-consisterif result\ reported by hf;lycr and hlcCtillough (ref. 66). I t  woiild be prcniaturc 
to coneludc this trcnd is rc:il. I f  i t  were red. i t  wotilci not indicate a synchrotron source. 
H o w v c r ,  i t  niight indicatc thc prcscncc and ;tmotint of NII, and H,O iind provide asso- 
ciZit1.d infonn:iticin on ~~rccctirc.-tcmpcratiirc. structure of tlicec iitmosphcrcs Radio emiv,ion 
from an es tcnc iw ionosphere coirltl be  ni:~dc to mimic the longer wavclcngtli brightness 
tcnipmti i rcc .  tmt siniplc cornputation with the formul:1s provided by Gulkis rt al. (ref. 96) 
dcnionct r,itce the required cmiscion riic;isiircnient (intcgral of electron dcnrity sqiisrrd 
throtigh tlic source) is unrcasonahly largc.. 
The Jovian spectral flus density is obscn.cd to bc nearly constant a t  (6 .721)  X 
H'*ni-2 *I! / - '  (ref. 3 6 )  from I O  to IO0 em. I t  is worth considering what the corresponding 
f l u x  dcnsit). wotild be if the Jovian sotiric' tc'crc scaled to the dimcnrions and nican opposi- 
tion distance of IJranus and Ncptiinc. I f  t l i c  effcctivc emitt ing region varies as the equatorial 
radius ctihcd. tlic result is as follows: 
at t l ic  dist;mcc of IJraniis 
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Reference tG:L Characteristic 
TABLE Vll l  
SELECTED UHF RADIATION DATA FOR JUPITER, URANUS, AND NEPTUNE 
- 
N E P T U N E  U R A N U S  J U P I T E R  
Reference Wave- length 
3.12 cm 
Wave- 
length 
IO-I00 
cm 
6 cm 
Characteristic 
No polarization estab- 
lished outside experi- 
mental uncertainty 
Characteristic 
22% linear polarize 
t ion (approx. East- 
West) 
8.6% degree of 
oolarization 
Reference 
Carr & Gulkis 
(ref. 36) 
~ 
N o  polarization estab- 
lished outside experi- 
mental uncertainty 
Berge (ref. 39) 3erge (ref. 39) 3.12 cm 
Dickel (ref. 97) 
Berge (ref. 98) Most emission 
definitely external 
t o  disk 
Same as above 
10.4 cm 
!1 cm 
6 cm 
IO-100 
cm 
8.6 mm 
6 c m  
10.3 cm 
10.4 cm 
21 cm 
Emission source extent 
not established 
Emission source extent 
not established 
Branson 
(ref. 99) 
Dickel (ref. 97) Mayer & 
McCullough 
(ref. 66) 
Gerard 
(ref. 69) 
6 c m  
11.13cm 
Flux at 18 A U  
(0.05 +0.004) X 
10-26 W.m-2 Hz-1 
Mayer & 
McCullough 
(ref. 66) 
6 c m  Flux at 29 A U  
(0.02 k0.002) x 
10-26 W. m-2 . Hz-' 
Carr & Gulkis 
(ref. 36) 
Braun & Yen 
(ref. 100) 
~ 
Brightness tempera- 
ture (all f lux assigned 
t o  disk): 
149 +15 K 
369 +6 K 
Pauli ny-Toth 
& Kellermann 
(ref. 64) 
9.5 mm 
6 c m  
11.13 cm 
Brightness tempera- 
ture (all f lux assigned 
to-disk) : 
125 +15 K 
210 +17 K 
Pauliny-Toth & Kellermann 
(ref. 64) 
9.5 mm 
6 c m  
Brightness tempera- 
ture (all f lux  assigned 
t o  disk): 
134 +18 K 
227 +23 K Mayer & 
McCu I loug h 
(ref. 66) 
Dickel (ref. 97) Mayer & 
McCullough 
(ref. 66) 
Gerard 
(ref. 68) 
640 k57 K 180 k40 K Mayer 
(ref. 1011 
Berge* 
(ref. 98) 
Mayer 
(ref. 101) 
260 K 
3,000 K 
*Brightness temperature w i th  non-thermal contribution removea. 
at thc  dist:tncc of Neptune 
Comparison o f  t h e  IJr,intic r w l t  wit11 the spcc‘tral flus dcncity givm in tahlc VI1 a t  1 1.13 
crn indicntcs that tJr,iniis is n sonicv.hit wc;ikcr source than ii scaled Jupi ter  niodcl cvcn if all 
the Ur,lni:$n eniiwion wcrc consiclcrcd ;IS nontlicrm:il No st ich comp:irison is poqsihlc for 
Kcptunc bccawe nic;istircnicnts do  riot cstcncl to I O  cni. 
Tlic foregoing considcrationc l end  to t w o  eonclueions First ,  radio cmiscion nirasurcnicntc 
do not cst;ihlisIi ei ther p1:inct as a synchrotron source. Second.  thc csisting nic3ciircnicnts 
arc in  roush agrecmcnt ivitli w!i:it would br esp.-ctctf of ttiermnl ernie4on from thccc 
at mocplicrcc 
2.6.4.2 A Limiting Model for Neptune 
I t  is not possible t o  conctnict  a tiniquc limiting niotlcl of !lie fluurc and cncrgicc of elcctronc 
and protonc in thc  cnvironmrnt  of Ncptunc. hcc;iiicc t h e  nccrccnry ohccn’atione h a w  not  
been mndc The argunicntq givcn in tlic preceding srct ion indic;itc Ncptunc could poceccs 
radiation bclr\ compnrshlc to Jupiter in e n e r n  and flits so ac B limit t o  the radiation htl is  a t  
h’cptiinc. ttic nnniinal model dcvclopcd for  Jiipitcr and  cont;tjncd in NASA SP-8069 (ref. 
38)  will hc atioptcd Formul:is describing this model arc givcn in t;ihlc 1X The latitiidc 
dependence contained in t l i t  Jov im niodcl I NASA SP-8069l has hcrn  dropped hc.caiiv thc  
oricntiition of thc m:ignctic a s k  to the  rot;ition asis ic not  known.  Tiicrcforc, it iq appro- 
priate thnt thc m:ignctir shell pnr:imctcr 1. in thc  fomitilae givcn i n  tiiblr IX bc intcrprctcd 
sinlpl), ac t h r  dk tancc  from Ntytunc  in tinitc of Neptune’s equatorin1 radiuc R,, (scc. 
2.1.2). 
2.6.4.3 Uranus and Pluto 
As with Ncptiinc. there h a w  been a fcw ohscmntions of Uranuc appropriate for 
ot7t:iininr cvidcncc of tr;ippcd r:itli;ition twit\ Tlicrc is somr midcncc (scc. 2.6.4.1 ) t k i t  a t  
the Ionrest ivawlmgtli  of otwn’;ition, I I .3 cni. Ncpttinc’s emicsion i? Icw intcncc than t h a t  
r spcc ted  of ii scnlcd Jovi:in soitric. This  cviticncc is considcr;ih!y wcakcncti, hotvevcr, \vhc.n 
i t  is rrcogni7r.d f k i t  emission f l i t s  sj*nchrotron nicrlinnicni strongly dcpivds o n  the 
ni:qnct ic field strength and p:irticlc energy i n  accordance with tfic formul:ic g iwn  tq* refer- 
cnccc 37 and 102. A minor dcerc:icc i n  ei ther flic nincnctic ficld or clcctron cncrgy ucccl for 
the  noniin:il Jovian model of NASA SP-8069 (rcf. 3 8 )  would siitWantially rcdticc the  
synclirotron rniission a t  I 1  cni. 
Tlic principnl difference t w t w r n  Ilrantic and Neptttne lics in the  prolnhlc 0ricnt:ition of 
Ifr,inur’ ningnctic. a y i s  Iri I O S S ,  IFrmuc’ rotational asic; u*ifI point \r.ithin IO” o f  the Sun- 
Ur‘inus direction I f  I?r,intir h a c  a polotli:il magnetic field, it iq likely the  magnetic auic l i t 5  
within 70’ o f  the  rot;ition:i! i i \ i r  ;ie is t he  c ;~ec  for  the f’;irt!i and Jupi ter  (refs 23,  36 and 
TABLE IX 
FORMULAS FOR UPPER LIMIT MODEL OF TRAPPED CHARGED PARTICLE 
RADIATION NEAR NEPTUNE AND URANUS 
Characteristic Energy, E, 
Location I I (MeV) Parameter Flux Parameter @, (cm-2 - 8 1 )  
r1<L<2 1 6.2 I 2 x107 
1377 
Electrons 
2 < L  0.51 [(z +I)' -I] 
L6 
Protons 1 < L  938 [(E + 1)" - I] 
L6 (F + 1) -" 
4.7 X108 1.06 
Distribution 
with Energy 
37). Thus, solar wind electrons and protons streaming radially away from the Sun will 
approach the planet roughly parallel to magnetic field lines. With this geometry and the 
energies of solar wind electrons and protons, the trapping and acceleration of particles to  
MeV energies is not likely. 
Whereas radiation belts with fluxes and energies ,comparable to Jupiter may be present at 
Uranus, the argument given here indicates the particle energies may be less. 
It is possible that any Uranian radiation belts could be populated by cosmic ray neutron 
albedo decay or that particle lifetimes are long enough to allow residual belts to remain 
from periods of favorable orientation of the magnetic field with the solar wind. Primarily to 
indicate that this possibility exists, the same limiting model presented in section 2.6.4.2 and 
table IX for Neptune will be adopted for Uranus. 
The absence of any relevant observations, uncertainties in the properties of the solar wind at 
Pluto's heliocentric distance, and insufficient information about Pluto's magnetic field pre- 
clude any discussion of trapped radiation arid no model will be adopted. 
2.6.5 Magnetosphere and Ionosphere 
The size, shape, and charged particle content of the magnetospheres of Uranus, Neptune, 
and Pluto are not known because information is lacking on their magnetic fields (sec. 2.3) 
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0 h w n ; i t i o n s  of  flicsc planets give l i t t l c  indication of limits for the conccntrntion and cncrgy 
of m:ignctorphcrc plasnin Ifquatiny the pI:ismn cnrrgy ticwsity to the plmctnry m q n r t i c  
field cncry?' density (ref. 38) \rpill not provitfc uscfiil pl:icmn limits in the ahscncc of  a 
rcncon:ihlc \v:q' for  dctcrmining a n  tippcr limit m;ignctic field. Apnrt from the foregoing 
bro:itl ranpc f o r  tlic stintvrird magnctmplicrc h o t ~ n c h ~ ,  110 attcnipt will he madc to estimate 
thc shape or p l m m  content for the m:ignctosphcrcs of tlicsc planets 
KO d:ita ohscnct l  for IIr;lntls, Neptune, and Pltito h;ivc twcn related to t l i c  charxtcrist icc of 
tlic ionosphere Theories on Jupiter's ionosphere h:ivc bccn puhlirlicd, but they hnvc not 
hccn cstcntlcd to IJrmuz a n d  Ncptiinr I ' d  electron and proton densities o f  I O 6 '  1 
dcrivcd for Jupiter tq* Grow and Rasool (ref. 103). IIiintcn (ref. 103), and Stiinii7it (ref. 
105 1 rn:]!. he representative for IJr,iritis and Ncptunc. Atn~osphcr ic  tcrripcrnturcr close to the 
csosphrr ic  value dcrivcd for S:itiirn b y  hlcGovcm (ref. 106) arc also rcntonahlc. I f  the  solrir 
IJi' rxliation rcsponsihlc f o r  m:iintcnnncc of  thc ionosphcrc iq ahsorhcd principnll!. at the 
s:imc optical dcptli f o r  Ilr;iritis and Ncpttinc as for Jupiter,  the corrcsponding prcssurc Icvcl 
will he rou,rhl!. 2.5 times sni:illcr (tlic ratio o f  gr;ivitation:il iict.cItrritio1ir a t  tlic equatorial 
r;idiiis Rc, ). Tiiur, tlic 3 dyrilrm? Icvcl i1ppropri:itc for Jiipitcr (rcf 1031 s u g c s t s  1 
dyn'cni? as a rcazonahlc t o t d  gas prcscttrc a t  t!w pcnk o f  tlic ion and  cfcctron conccntra- 
tions for Uranur a n d  Neptune Vt'ith the assumption o f  compnr;ihlc temperatures, thc iono- 
spheric scale Iici_rht for these two planets should be 2.5 times that for Jupitcr,  Le., near 
2-50 k m .  On this h s i s  the description adopted licrcin for thc ionosphere o f  Uranus and 
h'cptiinc has a temperature of  IS0 550 K arid cqua! clcctrori and proton conccntrntions 
1.-7, 
given b!* Nc, = 1 06' ' c s p  I -- ) for  z > z 1  = 3001t700 km and No = 0 for  z < 2 , .  
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Tiic r n n p  of  vahics f o r  is 1;irge enotigh to inclutlc srvcr:il rcgions o f  local rnnuiniuni 
electron dcnrit!. 
T h e  ahscnce of  atmoc;phcrc fo r  Pluto (sc'c. 2.7.4) would prccludc tlic rxic;tcncc of a n  iono- 
sphere. If there is n tcniious atmorphcrc,  the ionosphere could cxtcnd to tlic stirfacc of  thc 
pl:inct A n  upper  limit to the  positive ion and clcctron conccntrstion of IOa c n ~ - ~  on the 
baris of  pcak conccntrritionq for Earth (ref. 107) will be adopted. Bccaitsc tlic tcmpcraturc,  
dominnnt pozitivc ion, and su r fxc  gr:jvity arc not kno~w,  a tcmpcrntiirc of  150 +SO K and 
a scalp height of 200 krri will be asctimrd. Ttic concentration o f  cqual numbcrs of eicctrons 
and poqitivc ions is then given b y  h', G I O h  exp [ - - ) cni-3 witli z in kilonictcrs. ?. 
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2.7 Atmospheres 
Bcca~isc of tlicir similnrity, t h e  atmosphcrcs of  Uranus arid Ncptunc arc considered togrthcr;  
the atmosphere of I'liito is considered scpnr;itcIy. 
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2.7.1 Composition of the Atmosphere of Uranus and Neptune 
On the basis of planetary evolution, Kuiper (ref. 79) suggested that both Uranus and 
Neptune had lost appreciable amounts of H, and He. Although this conclusion is qualified 
by the uncertainty in basic assumptions, it has received indirect confirmation from attempts 
to construct overall models of Uranus and Neptune. 
The compositions of Uranus and Neptune have been discussed by a number of authors, 
De Marcus (ref. 108), Porter (ref. 109), Reynolds and Summers (ref. 110) and Ramsey (ref. 
11 1). Although the models developed by these authors strongly depend on meager observa- 
tional data which has changed,* one general conclusion is apparent. Uranus and Neptune are 
far too massive on the basis of their radii to be composed predominantly of H,. The 
conclusion by all authors is that Uranus and Neptune are not composed of a homogeneous 
solar-like mixture. This has led to models composed of mixtures given such names as 
“Mud”, “CHONNE”, “Ice”, “Rock”, and “Homall”, all of which represent mixtures of 
elements and molecules with mean molecular weights greater than either H, or He. I t  is not 
possible to determine the composition of the outermost regions of these planets (their 
atmospheres) from any of the foregoing planetary models. 
The presence of two molecules, molecular hydrogen (H,) and methane (CH, ) is established 
in the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune (refs. 79, 112, 113, 114, 115 and 116). The 
presence of ammonia (NH,) is suggested for both planets on the basis of the trend of radio 
brightness temperatures as a function of wavelength. However, no specific spectral features 
attributable to NH, have been found at any wavelength for either planet. An analysis of a 
pressure-induced H, feature in the spectrum of Uranus and Neptune by Herzberg (ref. 1 12) 
leads to an estimate of the helium to hydrogen mixing ratio. However, the technique used 
has recently been questioned (refs. 117 and 118). In view of current evidence, the existence 
of helium in these atmospheres is not established. 
McElroy (ref. 117) has summarized the existing abundance determinations on the basis of 
the absorption spectra of H, and CH,. His summary and a subsequent article by Belton et 
al. (ref. 1 19) conclude that for Uranus sufficient hydrogen is present to require consideration 
of Rayleigh scattering in the line formation process. The quadrupole lines used in this analy- 
sis have not been reported for Neptune. The presence of large amounts of hydrogen in the 
atmosphere of Uranus and Neptune is accepted. 
The amount of methane in the atmosphere of Uranus and Neptune has been estimated by 
Kuiper (ref. 79), Owen (ref. 116), and Teifel and Kharitonova (ref. 120). Kuiper’s and 
Owen’s estimates are based on a direct comparison of planetary and laboratory spectra. The 
large amounts estimated may result, in part, from comparison with laboratory spectra 
obtained at temperatures higher than expected in the line-forming regions of these planets. 
*Section 2.1.2 gives recent radius determinations. 
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Tcifcl and K1iaritonov.a (ref. 120) arguc that Kuipcr's estimates arc too  large by a factor of 
100 becatice of the effccts of scattering on an already-saturated band. The strong tempera- 
ture dependence of the  sittiration vapor pressure of Cl14 make  evcn this amount  difficult to 
reconcile ~ ' i t h  the  espcctcd low atmosphcric tcrripcrattircs. Scvcral posrihlc explanations of 
the  a p p x c n t  Cit, ahundancc. arc: 
1 ) The atmnsphcric tcnipcrattircs in tlic line-fornling region arc higher than expected 
2)  hlct1i;inc clotid\ ;ire thin or non-esistcnt so obscn.ation is below the region W ~ C ~ C  
mct1i;inc is s:itiir;itcd. 
3 )  The m c t h ~ n e  mising ratio is largc cnotlgh to drive the mctliano clotid bare t o  
higher tcmpcxi t i i rcc  anti pcrmit 1;irgc.r amounts  of C'f I, ahnvc the  cloud base. 
Tlic third of thccc csp1:in:itions is jtidscd tlic most likely a n d  1i;iq bccn uqcd to set the CiI, 
niiying ratio in  thc nindc'l\ prcscritcd i n  section 2.7.3.  
The f o r e p i n g  arpinicnt \  indic;itc th;it ii1I:irt from the dcfinitc. cs i r tcncc of I f 2  ant1 CZI, thc 
conipozition of t h e  a tn iosphc rc~  of I1r;inus ;inti Neptune is riot known The appronch tiikcn 
ticre i~ to ~ ~ C I I T I ~ C  t h t  ;ip:irt from Cl14 t h e  nomin:il composition of the  atmosphcrcs of thesr 
t M'O pl;tnct\ consist\ csscnti;illj, of solar clcnicnts formrd into the kintic of molcculcs ex- 
pcctcd i n  a tiydrorcn-rctiucing ;itmospherc. For the nominal nioclcl, the ntimtvr fraction of 
Cf I, is taken as 0 03, approsimatcl)t  fifty tinirs 1;irgc.r th;in would he givcn bJ* a solar 
niisturc Tlic ilt3Lirid'inCc of clcnicnts i n  the Sun is taken from compil;itiont by Lewis (ref. 
1 2 1  ) anti f1,itigc and f:ngvnld (ref. 122  1. The rcstilting number  fractions of a toms and 
n i o l c c u l ~ ~  arc given i n  t'ihlcc X and XI iititl appl)? in the completely-miscd region of the 
atr i io~phcrc bcln\v tlic clottd\ Till. tinccrt,iinty i n  composition is taken into account by two 
additional model\ giwn i n  t;ilJli*s X iind XI.  The \!';irni hfndel ~ ' n s  dcrivcd from the Nominal 
by rcdiicing t l ic  niinihcr fr'iction of iill constituent\ o ther  t h m  I I ,  by three: a n  atiiiosphcrc 
with '35';; I I ,  rcctiltc'ti Tiic Cool hIotlcl w;is tlcrivcd I q a  fising tlic niirnbtr fraction of IIc at 
0.6 and incrcwinp thc constitticvt\ of t l i c  Noniin:il otlicr t h a n  t I ,  by three; i1 molcciilar 
hj~drogcn to Iiclnirii ratio o f  aPPr(~siniate1~.  two WIS t l i z  result. 
Only  spccirs i v i t l i  a niimt.rcr pcrccnt I ~ c c t l  on sohr comporition tliat i q  grcatcr t h a n  0.01 
pcrccnt h a i ~  f w n  considered csplir-itlj. i n  tir t1lc.s X and XI .  For sonic purposes. estimates of 
conctitiicnt\ p rcwnt  i n  tracc nmntints is required Lewis (ref\ I 2  1 ant! 123) has provided a 
stiid). of the  cornpowid\ cspcctcti i n  t h c  atmosphere of Jupiter which can be applied to 
I.Jr,intir and h'tpttinc i n  conjunction wit11 tlic model\ prescntcd in section 2.7.3.  
2.7.2 Pressure and Temperature Structure of the 
Atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune 
For  diwizcinn,  t h e  ;itmocplil*rcs of UI, int ic  :ind Neptune arc divided into two part<, uppcr 
and louw scp:iratld by tlic tropopaiisc. 
2.7.2.1 Lower Atmosphere 
In the lower atmosphere the primary contribution of the solar input is absorbed. A measure- 
ment of the total radiation emitted in the thermal infrared (1.24pm- 1000pm) would 
establish the presence or absence of an internal source of energy, but such broadband 
measurements have not been made for either planet. Two measurements over restricted 
bandwidths have been made for Uranus. Low (ref. 61) reported a brightness temperature of 
55 *3 K at 20pm with a 17.5 to 25pm bandwidth. Ney and Maas (ref. 124), on the basis of 
a single observation, reported a brightness temperature of 270 K at 3.6pm with a lpm 
bandwidth. The effective temperature expected for Uranus a t  mean distance from the Sun, 
TABLE X 
COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE PARAMETERS 
FOR URANUS MODEL ATMOSPHERES 
Parameter 
Fraction by Number H2 
He 
CH," 
H2?* 
NH3 
Ne 
Others 
Mean Molecular Weight, p (g/mol) 
Acceleration of Gravity, g (cm/s2) 
Troposphere lapse rate parameters 
P O  
K, (K) 
K2 (K) 
Correspondence level Temperature (K) 
Correspondence level Pressure (atm) 
Tropopause temperature (K) 
Cool 
Model 
0.30559 
0.60000 
0.09000 
0.00300 
0.00045 
0.00039 
0.00057 
4.55 
950 
0.220 
97 
71 
84 
3.0 
47 
Nominal 
Model 
0.85853 
0.1 1000 
0.03000 
0.001 00 
0.0001 5 
0.0001 3 
0.0001 9 
Warm 
Model 
0.95285 
0.03667 
0.01 000 
0.00033 
0.00005 
0.00004 
0.00006 
810 2m68 I 67i*24 
0.230 
484 
282 
0.288 
450 
324 
84 
1 .o 
I 6o 54 
'In unsaturated region of atmosphere. 
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TABLE XI 
COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE PARAMETERS 
FOR NEPTUNE MODEL ATMOSPHERES 
Parameters 
H2 Fraction by Number 
He 
CH,' 
H -0 '  
4 
N H i  
Ne 
0 t hers 
0.30559 
0.60000 
0.09000 
0.003ao 
0.0004 5 
0.00039 
0.00057 
Mean Molecular Weight, p (g/mol) 4.55 
Acceleration of Gravity, g (cm/s2) 1 I60 
Troposphere lapse rate parameters 
00  0.220 
K, (K) 97 
K, (K) 71 
Correspondence level Temperature (K) 
Correspondence level Pressure (atm) 
Tropopause temperature (K)  
Nominal 
Model 
0.85853 
0.03000 
' 0.001 (411 
0.0001 5 
0.0001 3 
0.000 19 
0.1 1 oao 
Warm 
Model 
0.95285 
0.03667 
0.01000 
0.00033 
0.00005 
0.00004 
0.00006 
2.68 
1100 
2.24 
1040 
0.23 
484 
282 
0.288 
450 
324 
*In unururared region of nlmosphcrc 
with the aswmption of uniform temperature, is 64 K for a bolometric Bond albedo of 0 and 
56 K for a bolometric Bond alhcdo of 0.4. A bolonictric Bond albedo of 0.4 is ncnr tlic 
vnltrc s u g y s t c d  for Uranirs by Younkin and hlijnch (rcf. 48). Thus. i t  can he sccn t h t  Low's 
rcstilt of 5 5  + 3  K i s  consistrnt with the tcnipcraturcs cxpcctcd with solar input only. Thc 
h'cy and hlms rcsult is cspecinlly difficult to  understand. With tlic amountc; of CH, sug- 
gcstcd for the atmosphcrc of Uranus. absorption ncar 3.6pm should br dominated by CH, 
b:inds as is tlic c a v  for Jiipitcr (wf. 125). Thus, thc 3.611111 mcasurcmcnt should rcfcr to  
rc$onq hiyhcr in thc atmosphcrc (than tlic onc a t  20pni) wlicrc thc ttmpcrnturcs would be 
espectcd to bc lowcr than the 270 K which w a s  obtained. 
For Uranuq, thcrc havc hccn sonic additional "rotritionnl" tcnipcratirre cstinintcr bawd on 
Cl14 and H, spcctra (refs. 114, 1 1 5 ,  119 and 120). Thcw results, hotvcvcr. arc beset with 
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difficulties which render them unsuitable for determining atmospheric structure. The exist- 
ing observations do not establish the structure of the atmosphere of either Uranus and 
Neptune or whether they are radiating more energy than they receive from the Sun. 
Trafton (ref. 126) has developed model atmospheres for both Uranus and Neptune with H, 
and He as sources of thermal opacity. Although new information on the radius of these 
planets has been published (sec. 2.1.2) which affect the acceleration of gravity, Trafton's 
models represent the best published estimate of the lower atmosphere. Recently, Fox and 
Ozier (ref. 127) have pointed out the importance of pressure-induced methane in assessing 
thermal opacity sources for the outer planets. This source of opacity was not considered by 
Trafton. However, in the regions where an increase in opacity would be most important, the 
temperatures are so low that methane could only be a trace constituent. If, however, either 
planet were to  possess an appreciable internal source of energy which would elevate atmo- 
spheric temperatures, methane could be an important thermal opacity source. Trafton found 
that his models for both Uranus and Neptune became unstable against convection at some 
depth in the radiative zone. If an internal heat source is present, convection may dominate 
the transport process to great depth. In the absence of such an energy source, the atmo- 
spheric temperature gradient would be expected to diminish at depths below which scattered 
sunlight does not penetrate. 
2.7.2.2 Upper Atmosphere 
For the upper atmosphere, the region above the tropopause, Trafton's models are nearly 
isothermal because he did not consider opacity sources other than H, and He. If CH, is 
present in this region and consideration is given to photochemical processes and energy 
deposition from short wavelength solar radiation, the possibility of a temperature inversion 
exists. Considerable analysis of this region in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn has 
been done by Gross and Rasool (ref. 103), Hunten (ref. 104), Lewis and Prinn (ref. 128), 
Shimizu (ref. 1 OS), and McGovern (ref. 106). For Neptune some evidence for higher temper- 
atures in this region can be found in the pressure scale height derived from the 1968 stellar 
occultation by Neptune. Freeman and Lyng8 (ref. 20) report a scale height of 28.9 k2.6 km 
with larger values suggested by Kovalevsky and Link (ref. 18) and Guinan and Shaw (ref. 
129). A scale height of 28.9 km corresponds to a ratio of temperatures to mean molecular 
weight of 38 K/g*mol-'. Assumption of p = 2 g-mol-' as the minimum mean molecular 
weight implies the temperature is greater than or equal to 76 K. This result refers to heights 
in the atmosphere where the pressure is less than atm and is most simply explained by 
a temperature inversion at some height above the tropopause. No similar observation has 
been made for Uranus. 
2.7.3 Models for the Atmosphere of Uranus and Neptune 
The only published numerical models of the atmosphere of Uranus and Neptune are those 
of Trafton (ref. 126). These models do not completely tabulate the basic parameters of 
altitude, temperature, pressure, and density nor fully consider the possible range of atmo- 
spheric composition and the implications of the stellar occultation by Neptune. Therefore, 
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new sets o f  model\ hnve been dcvclnpcd f o r  thic monograph. Thew models asstirnc hydro- 
st‘atic eqtiilihrium. the idcnl e n s  law,  and a sniootlilj’-varying lapsc rate throughout tlic 
tropocphcric rcgion C1i;ingcs in t h e  tropospheric lapse rate from the convcctivc valuc arc 
espcctcd f rom radi:itivc proccsscc and from cloud condcnut ion  effects, hiit ttictc changes 
h:ivc not hccn taken in to  accotint bccAucc tficir effect would not he significant in compari- 
son to t h e  otlicr large unccrtaintice 
The Noniin:rl hlodcl\ were conetructcd with the parameters given in tablcs X and XI. The 
mnwctivc tropocphcrc‘s 1:ipcc rate dqiend\  on both coniposition and tcmpcrat lire. Tlic 
correspondence IcvcI prcccurc and  tcnipcrnt lire for both IJr;lnue and Neptune were taken 
dircctl]. from Tr,iffnn’s 1967 niodclc. The correspondence Icwl nlco serves as the  zcro 
reference for the alfit iidc scale. Tlic changc in nicm molccular twiglit resulting from con- 
dcnc:ition H’:IF roughl>. ticcounted for almvc the 1x1s~ of  the CI1, clotids The tropopaurc 
tcmpcrnturc \vas comptltcd from (1/2)!< Teff whore Teff \vas computed at  mcan distance 
for rnch  planet with :in ;issumcd holomctric Bond dhcdo  of 0.4. Abovc the  tropopause, a n  
inwrcion Iar-cr of conctant,  (P,‘T)(dT/dP) = 8, w a s  tired. 8 w s  determined 1)). thc. rcquirc- 
mcnt th:if the scale hcight b e  conipar;rbIc to t l u r  given b), Frccninr. and Lyn_c$ (ref. 20) at a 
ntimbcr ticneity o f  2 X 1012 cni- 3 .  The upper limit to thcsc atniosphcrcs w a s  set at 
IO-’ at  in. ahovc which diffiisivc s c p m t i o n  ic l i k d j *  ilrld atomic hydrogen will become 
incrc;icinglj. iniport:int Tile lower limit H’;IC set a t  I O 3  iltni. at  or below which the ascunip- 
tion of the  idcal p i c  law is l ikclj .  t o  brc:ik down 
Tfic limiting nindck given i n  tahlcc X, iind XI ;ire ”mol” and “\v:irni” i n  the scnw that for a 
given pressure of  tlic nominal model they provide cxt rcmcs in tcmpcrnturc and  density. The 
v:iliicF sclcctcd for thccc model\ rcprcecnt rc:icon:ihlc limit z to tlic nomin:il vnliicc. 
Tlic spccific numcricnl v ; i l u e ~  cnlciilatcd from thcsc model.; arc bsscd on the  at niocphcric 
rcl:itionchips pivcn in appendis  H and iirc t;ihul;itcd in tiiblcq XX, X X I ,  XXl l ,  X X X I ,  XXXII ,  
and X X X I I I  (sec 3).  I n  c;icli model tlic 7cro o f  altitude is taken nt the corrcspondcncc level. 
Tiit range in atmospheric variahlcc bctwccn tlic C‘ool i ir id  \\*arm hlodcls is intended to cover 
ur in t ions  espcctctf  ivith cliangcs in planetary longitutic. lat i tude,  and in the casc of  IJr,inue, 
scnron For sonic purpocrc i t  ic dczir;rhlc to :iscociatc the pl;inet:iry radius given i n  section 
2.1 .2 t h t  alfittrdc scale* o f  t l ic  modc! atnioeplicrc.r. Thc tdires sclcctcd in section 2.1.2 
corrccpond to occiiltcitinn rccnlt\. i.e.. t o  low density regions o f  thc ntmosphcrc. Tlic niost 
direct proccdurc fo r  associating+ ffic racli;il di\tancc R with the :iltitutic z ic ti>* 
\vlicrc I , ,  is thc altitiidc in cnch niodcl t l i a t  correspond\ t o  a tot;il numhcr density o f  
% I x I O ’ 3 c n 1 - 3 .  
2.7.4 The Atmosphere of Pluto 
T h e  nioct complctc di~cirssirrns of ;I powiblc Pluto atmorphcrc have been given b y  Kuipcr 
(ref. 70) and IIrcy (rcf. 130). At present there is n o  cvidcnco that th i s  planet line an  
at mozphcrc. T h e  ni:tsimtim srih-solar point tcniprr:itiirc pns<ihlc for Pluto at perihelion lvith 
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an assumed bolometric Bond albedo of 0.0 and unit emissivity is 72 K. The average tempera- 
ture over the illuminated hemisphere is likely to be more than 10 K lower. Even at  72 K, 
only H, , He, and Ne will remain unsaturated. These gases would not be expected to produce 
detectable absorptions. The other possible gases that would be saturated are N,, 0, , CH,, 
and A as well as some unlikely candidates like NO and CO. Kuiper suggested that the hT4 
Rayleigh law of scattering might be used to detect the presence of a thin atmosphere 
through the expected enhancement in the ultraviolet. Neither the geometric albedos given 
by Harris (ref. 30) nor the recent relative albedos by Fix et  al. (ref. 46) show this type of 
increase. With a reasonable pressure scale height and surface temperature, Kuiper calculated 
the amount of methane the atmosphere of Pluto could support. The resulting column 
number density was 3 X 1019 molecules/cm2 or about the same number of molecules 
contained in a column 1 cm X 1 cm2 at the surface of the Earth. This amount is too small 
to be detected readily by spectroscopic means. 
Because there is no information as to the kind and amount of material in Pluto's atmosphere 
and because there are appreciable uncertainties in its mass and radius (secs. 2.1.1 and 2.1 .2), 
no model of Pluto's atmosphere will be constructed for this monograph. 
3 CRITERIA 
This section provides descriptions of the environment of Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto for use 
in the design of spacecraft operating near these planets. Here, in contrast to the Stateaf-the 
Art section, each planet will be treated separately. The preceding State-of-the-Art section 
contains a discussion of the investigations made in arriving at  the adopted values. The 
uncertainties, ranges, or limits given herein represent extreme possible design values on the 
basis of current data and investigations. However, the real environment may be quite differ- 
ent in some cases. 
3.1 Uranus 
3.1.1 General Physical Properties 
Values and uncertainties for Uranus' mass, radius, shape rotation rate, and several orbital 
parameters are given in table XII. This planet may be somewhat flattened and should be 
taken as an oblate spheroid. The planet is axially symmetric about the rotational axis, and 
the spheroid radius R, depends on latitude @ through the relationship 
R,(ql) = Re, [ 1 - dsin @)2] .  This radius is not to be associated with any cloud level and 
can be connected with the properties of the model atmospheres only by the relationship 
given in section 3.1.7. No solid surface has been identified, and none is expected at pressures 
less than 103 atm, the high pressure limit of section 3.1.7. The inclination of the rotational 
axis is such that the North rotational pole will be within 10" of the Uranus-Sun direction in 
1985. 
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TABLE XI1 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANUS 
- 
Equatorial radius 
Polar radius 
Mean density 
Optical flattening or oblateness 
Parameters 
Range of distance from the Sun 1971-1980 
Mean distance from the Sun* 
Heliocentric orbital speed 1971-1980 
I Period of revolution about the Sun 
I inclination of orbital plane to ecliptic plane* 
Inclination of equatorial plane to orbital plane* 
Right ascension of North rotational pole' 
I Declination of North rotation pole' 
Mass of Uranus and satel l i tes 
Gravitational constant of Uranus and satellites 
Period of rotation 
Angular rotation rate 
Values 
18.3 to 18.8 AU 
19.1819 A U  
7.1 - 7.0 km s-l 
84.01 tropical years 
0" 46' 23'.'3 
97" 53' 
6, = 14c[92 
Mu = (8.72 20.08) X kg 
GM, = (5.82 20.05) x lo6 km3*s-? 
R,, = 27000 2 1000 km 
= 26000 i 1300 km 
p =  1.1 20.1 g.cme3 
E = 0.03 20.03 *I 
= (1.6 f0.2) X rad-s-' *, 
*Thew pjramcrerr vary with rime: the volues gtven hcrc ore for qwnlirarivo purposrs only Values for p ~ r t i c u l ~ r  rimes should 
be ohrained from the refcrcnccs of wction 2 1.3 
3.1.2 Grav i t y  Field 
Tahlc XIl l  givc.s pnranictcrs and thcir ur1ccrtaintic.s for Ur;intlq' gravitationnl field. 
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TABLE Xlll 
Gravitational potential a t  distance R from 
planet in a coordinate system not rotating 
Equatorial gravitational acceleration a t  
R = R with rotation a t  w, (including 
uncertainty in Rea)  eq 
GRAVITY FIELD AND RELATED PARAMETERS FOR URANUS 
-(215 +2) km2.s-2 
730 +60 cm 
Polar gravitational acceleration a t  R = RpQ 
(including uncertainty in RpQ) 860 +90 cm s-* 
Range of gravitational acceleration a t  
R = Rs (including rotation a t  w,) 810 k140 c m ~ s - ~  
% I (20.8k0.1) (>) km-s-' Escape speed a t  distance R from planet (from above potential, a t  Req) 
Equatorial deflection from planocentric 
direction 
Orbital speed a t  distance R with semi- 
major axis a 
9' - 9 = (177 +I") sin 241 
Period of object in orbit with semi-major 
axis a 
3.1.3 Magnetic Field 
(3.21 ko.ol (a/R,, )3/2 hours 
Limits for the magnetic field strength, form (dipolar, quadrupolar, etc.), or orientation with 
respect to the rotational axis have not been established for Uranus. However, the presence 
of fields as large as 10- 2T,( 100 gauss) cannot be excluded in some regions near the planet so 
that this possibility should be considered in spacecraft design. 
3.1.4 Electromagnetic Radiation 
Outside of Uranus' atmosphere for which the tropopause is taken as the appropriate limit 
(sec. 3.1 .7), the formulas in table XIV specify the ranges of intensity, flux, and temperature 
associated with conditions of maximum illumination. During partial illumination or eclipse, 
the values for intensities and fluxes of direct and reflected solar radiation may decrease to 
zero. The wavelength determines which radiation sources in table XIV should be considered. 
The ranges of geometric albedo and disk brightness temperature are given in figures 2 and 3. 
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TABLE X IV  
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION PARAMETERS NEAR URANUS WITH MAXIMUM ILLUMINATION 
Parameters I 
Direct Sunlight ' Reflected Sunlight' 
0.1 pm < X < 1.0 pm 
Intensity - 
Power/( Area-wavelength- 
solid angle) 
HA 
I ,  = 
6.8 X lW5 sr 
Power!( Area-f requency- 
solid angle) 
Flux - 
Power!( Area-wavelength) 
Power/ (Area-frequency) 
Integrated Flux - 
Power /Area 
(1.353 t0.021) X 10-' (4.3 t1.4) X 1W2 
R;,(R/R,,)~ 
F ,  
s2 
E Ffect ive Temperature 
Thermal Radiation 
10pm<X< 1M)cm 
a'.  
T, = 61 t5 K 
*!Solar spxtrnl  irradiance from NASA SP.8005 (ref. 44). S and Rpio A U  only. and geometric albedo p,from figure 2. 
'*Disk Brightnea Tampernture TD from figure 3. nnd Planck functions 8, ( 1 )  and B (1) from Allan (raf. 23) or alwwhem. 
* * * W i t h  tha nzatmption thnt Urnnusdon not b e  nn internal anergy sourco. 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
WAVELENGTH, X(pm) 
Figure 2.-Ranges of geometric albedo for Uranus. 
Figure 3.-Ranges of disk brightness temperature as a function of wavelength for Uranus. 
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TABLE X V  
THERMAL RADIATION PARAMETERS BELOW THE 
TROPOPAUSE I N  T H E  ATMOSPHERE OF URANUS FOR 1 0  pm < X < 100 cm 
Intensities. 
F 1 u xes 
Integrated Fluxes'. 
B right ness 
Temperature  
F =  
(,m", f o r T c 6 1  K (7.9 i3) x 10-5 
t = larger of T and T, 
* c  is the larger of the disk brighrnen remyrrr ivrr shown in ftgure 3 nnd the local tropomharic temperature T (sec 3 1.7). 
Planck functions EA (!I ond 6, (11 f rom Allen (ref 23) or ctrrwhoro 
** lV i ih  the anumprion !hat Uranlisdom nor h w e  an internal ridintion Y)urc@ 
The vnliic and r;ingc s1iou.n for the  tlicrmnl component  of intsgratcd flus F is prcdictcd on 
thc  assumption that Urantir docs not posscss an  intcrnnl cnrrgy sotircc. 
Btlou. the  tropojximc, the  i i i :~~iii i i ini  contrihiition of the  Sun is idcntical to that  givcn in 
tahlc X l l ' .  T:II~c XIV also giver t he  valticr for rcflcctcd solar radiation \vliich should bc 
mn4dcrcd  omni-directional to account for atniosphcric scattering. 
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TABLE XVI  
Object 
MAGNITUDES AND COLORS FOR THE SUN, URANUS, AND 
URANIAN SATELLITES 
Mean 
Visual Photometric Passbands* 
Absolute 0 pposi tion Brightness Differences between 
Visual 
Magnitude Magnitude 
I I I 
B-V 
I Uranus I -7.19 I +5.52 I 0.28 
V- R R-l 
Sun 
I Titania I l l  I +1.30 I +14.01 I 0.25 
- 
m0 m U-B 
-26.81 - 0.14 
I Oberon IV  I +1.49 I +14.20 I 0.25 
Ariel I 
Umbriel I I  
I Miranda V I +3.8 I +16.5 I - 
+1.7 +14.4 - 
+2.6 +15.3 - 
0.63 I 0.45 I 0.29 
0:6 1 -:5 1 -0.80 I 
0.62 I 0.52 I 0.41 
0.65 1 0.49 1 0.33 
*For photometric definitions see appendix C. 
3.1.5 Satellites and Meteoroids 
Orbital and physical properties of Uranus’ five satellites are given in table XVII. Their 
photometric properties are given in section 3.1.4. All of them except Miranda can be located 
from information in the appropriate year of the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac 
and the Explanatory Supplement to the Ephemeris (ref. 73). Rotation rate and rotation axis 
orientation are not known for any of these satellites. Surface temperatures are not known 
but are likely to be less than 90 K (the subsolar point temperature for a black non-con- 
ducting object at Uranus’ distance from the Sun of unit emissivity) with temperatures as low 
as 3 K possible for unilluminated regions. 
The meteoroid environment near Uranus should be obtained from the cometary meteoroid 
model and procedures of NASA SP-8038 (ref. 81) with the mass and radius values given in 
3.1 . l .  
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TABLE XVll  
ORBITAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANUS' SATELLITES 
Orbital Orbital 
Distance to Uranus' Period Speed 
Equatorial Radius (days) (km/s) 
Ratio of Mean Range of Distance 
for Uranus' 
Center (km) 
Satellite 
V Miranda (129.8 + 1 )  X lo3 4.8 1.413 7 
I Ariel (190.9 21) x 103 7.1 2.520 6 
4.144 5 
I I 1  Titania (436.0 + 1 )  X 7 O3 16.1 8.706 4 
IV Oberon (583.4 51) X lo3 21.6 13.46 3 
I I  Urnbriel (266.0 21) X lo3 9.9 
Range of 
Latitude. 
(degrees) 
Planetocentric Radius' Mass 
(km) (kg) 
< 0.02 140-400 9 x 1019'1 
< 0.02 370-1100 1 X 
< 0.02 240-700 5 X 102*" 
< 0.02 440-1300 4 X 
< 0.02 400-1200 3 X 
'Orbital plane taken m identical to equatorial plene; all five retellita orbits are inclined la than 1' of arc with mspect to OM anoth@r. 
Rsnga poonibla .wuming visual geometric a l M o  berwbon 0.08 ancl 0.65. 
TABLE XVll l  
PARAMETERS FOR CHARGED PARTICLES NEAR URANUS 
Particle Location 
Galactic Cosmic Rays Everywhere 
(Electrons and Protons) Magnetosphere 
Trapped Radiation 1 < L < 2  
(Electrons and Protons) 
Trapped Radiation 
(Electrons) 
Trapped Radiation 
(Protons) l < L  
Distribution with Energy 
(Electrons and Protons) < 
For z > zl, where 
z1 = 300 +200 km 
ionosphere 
(Electrons and Protons) 
~~ ~ ~~~ 
Magnetospheric Plasma Within 
(Electrons and Protons) Magnetosphere 
I Temperature, Energy, or Velocity Number Density or Flux 
0.1 < E < 1O1O GeV 
(GeV/nucleon for alphas) 
~ ~ ~ 
@E = K (E + M,C*)-~.~ 
Electrons- 0 < K < 0.02 crn-z. s-l 
Protons- 0 < K < 2.5 cm-z.s-l 
Alphas- 0 < K < 0.25 cm'z. s-l 
10 < E < I O 4  MeV Sporadic, with fluxes between 0 and 1.0 times those 
specified in NASA TR R-169 (ref. 87) 
V = 320 km/s (up to 960 
km/sec, a t  peak solar activity) 
6.2 MeV 
No = 0.02 c m 3  (up to 0.2 cm3 a t  peak solar 
activity) 
@, = 2 x 107 cm-2. s-1 
4.7 X lo8  1.06 '/z 
(938) [f$+I)' -11 MeV a, =. - (z+$ cm-2.s-1 
L6 
@E < a, (1 + E/E,) exp (-E/E,) 
T = 150 +50 K 
1 0-2 < E < 1 O6 eV Not established 
3.1.6 Charged Particles and Magnetosphere 
Tahlc XI'III prcwnts forniiilas iind p:ir;imctcrs for galactic cosmic rays, solar comic ray 
protom. the  solar wind, and  ionospltcrc. ;IT wc.11 a s  a l in~iting modcl for trappcd radiation. 
Tht' stinwnrd mn~ncto<phc . rc  hoiind,iry niny be :I(; i w i r  to tlic planct as thc  iorio(;phcrc or 
fartlicr th:in 100 I?,, . Ilr'inuq' magnrtic asi.; n n y  point in  the  direction of the s o h  wind 
about  1955.  
3.1.7 Atmospheric S t r u c t u re 
The Nominal hlodcl atmnsphcrc of Ur,inus given in tahlc XX1 cont;iinc valtic(; for the 
tcniprraturc T, density p.  alt i tudc 7, log:iritltriiir laprc rate p, lapsc rate dT/d7, prcsmrc and  
denyity sc;ik height$ I I ,  and If , , ,  and cloiid ninss H' a s  functions of prcssurc 1' for 1 0 7 a t m  
e-' 1000 i i t m .  T;it)lc.c XX arid XXII  give Coo! ;Ind \V;irni hlntlcl ntmosphcrcs kvhich c o w  
tht' iinccrtaint>* in construction of the  Nomin:ll hlodcl and v:wi:ttions with planetar). la t i -  
tude,  t ime of day, local fcaturc~. arid s c ; ~ ~ o n s  Thew niodcls reprewit  cool arid w r n i  cx- 
trcmcs at  given prcswres only. Thc composition5 for all thrcc Inode12 arc givcn in tnhlc XIX 
which docs not take into account condcnmtion.  The amolmt  of ii condcnsnhlc (C'ff, , h'l13, 
TABLE X IX  
COMPOSITION FOR URANUS MODEL ATMOSPHERES 
Parameter 
Fraction by Number 
H2 
He 
CH; 
H,O' 
N H j  
Ne 
Others 
Mean Molecular Weight p 
Cool Model 
0.30559 
0.60000 
0.09000 
0.00300 
0.00045 
0.00039 
0.06057 
4.55 
Nominal Model 
0.85853 
0.1 1000 
0.03000 
0.001 00 
0.0001 5 
0.0001 3 
0.0001 9 
2.68 
Warm Model 
0.95285 
0.03667 
0.01 000 
0.00033 
0.00005 
0.00004 
0.00 00 6 
2.24 
*In unsa iu raed  region of airnosphere 
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or H20)  that can be present above a cloud base in gas form can be computed with the aid of 
the saturation vapor pressure formulas and constants given in appendix B. For all models, 
the zero of altitude is arbitrarily set at the correspondence level. The distance from Uranus’ 
center R to any altitude z in the models is given by 
R = Re, [ l  + (Z - z,)/Req - @)2 I 
where Re, = 27000~1000 km, e = 0.03 +03, and z, is a reference altitude given sepa- 
rately for each model in tables XX, XXI, and XXII. Although all models indicate the 
presence of CH, clouds, it should not be assumed that the limb of the planet is defined by 
these clouds at any wavelength. Interpolation between tabulated values should be carried 
out with the formulas in appendix B. 
10” 
10“ 
10-5 
10-4 
I 
E 
a 
g 10-3 - 
w‘ 
E 10-2 
E lo-’ 
3 
v) 
v) 
W 
1 
10’ 
I 
- 
1 1  I I I 1 1 1 1  
1 =CH4 ICE CLOUDS 
2 = NH3 ICE CLOUDS 
3 = H 2 0  - NH3 SOLUTION CLOUDS 
4 = H20 ICE CLOUDS 
30 50 70 100 200300 
TEMPERATURE, T ( K )  
500 700 10oO 1500 
Figure 4.-Pressure versus temperature for Uranus model atmospheres. 
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TABLE XX 
0.145 
0.145 
0.145 
0.145 
0.145 
0.145 
0.145 
-0.690 
-0.688 
-0.686 
-0.680 
-0.663 
-0.661 
-0.659 
-0.646 
-0.638 
-0.634 
-0.631 
-0.625 
-0.606 
-0.587 
-0.572 
-0,559 
P 
(atm) 
119 
97.2 
79.8 
65.4 
53.7 
44.0 
40.0 
34.9 
36.0 
38.6 
46.6 
72.9 
76.5 
80.0 
109 
127 
139 
145 
166 
241 
359 
511 
745 
1 0-7 
10-6 
10-5 
1 0" 
1 0-3 
10'2 
0.03 
0.12 
0.15 
0.18 
0.3 
1 .o 
1.14 
1.29 
3.0 
4.71 
5.96 
6.80 
10.0 
30.0 
100 
300 
1000 
T 
(K) 
200.0 
164.0 
134.6 
110.4 
90.6 
74.3 
67.6 
60.0 
65.0 
69.7 
84.0 
131.5 
138.0 
144.4 
195.9 
230.0 
250.0 
261.7 
299.4 
435.3 
648.1 
922.3 
1345.8 
VALUES AT SELECTED PRESSURES FOR WARM, 
EXTENDED URANUS MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
P 
(9. cm-3) 
1.28 x lo-" 
1.55 X 10"O 
2.31 X 10-8 
2.82 X lV7 
1 . 9 0 ~  10-9 
3.43 x l o 6  
1.11 x 10-5 
5.35 x 10-5 
6.40 x 10-5 
7.17 x 10-5 
9.75 x 10-5 
2.07 X 10" 
2.25 X lo") 
2.44 x le 
4.18 X lo") 
5.59 x lo") 
7.09 x lo"  
6.51 X lo4 
9.12 X l o "  
1.88 X 1 6  
4.21 X 1 6  
8.88 X lo3 
2.03 X 1W2 
z 
(km) 
1003 
755 
552 
385 
248 
136 
90.3 
36.8 
27.8 
20.9 
0.0 
-70.8 
-80.6 
-90.2 
-1 69.3 
-222.3 
-253.8 
-272.3 
-332.3 
-554.6 
-91 0.7 
1394 
2132 
P 
-0.086 
-0.086 
-0.086 
-0.086 
-0.086 
-0.086 
-0.086 
0.383 
0.381 
0.390 
0.377 
0.3m 
0.367 
0.365 
0.358 
0.354 
0.351 
0.350 
0.346 
0.336 
0.325 
0.31 7 
0.310 
HP 
(km) 
109 
89.5 
73.4 
60.2 
49.4 
40.5 
36.8 
56.6 
58.2 
62.3 
75.7 
115 
121 
126 
169 
197 
214 
223 
254 
363 
532 
748 
1080 
0.3 
1.3 
4.4 
0.005 
0.02 
0.07 
0.08 
0.6 
1.7 
Remarks 
z, Reference Level 
Tropopause 
CH, Cloud Base 
Correspondence Level 
NH, Ice Cloud Base 
H20 Ice Cloud Base 
P 
(atm) 
1 0-7 
1 0-6 
10" 
10-4 
1 0-2 
10-3 
0.03 
0.1 0 
0.30 
0.49 
0.73 
0.93 
1 .oo 
3.0 
4.80 
5.85 
6.69 
10.00 
30.0 
32.2 
42.7 
48.4 
100 
300 
1000 
94.7 
86.8 
79.6 
73.0 
66.9 
61.4 
58.9 
56.2 
54.0 
65.0 
75.0 
81.9 
84.0 
123.5 
145.0 
155.0 
162.2 
185.3 
264.1 
270.0 
295.0 
306.6 
382.3 
527.8 
740.5 
TABLE XXI 
VALUES AT SELECTED PRESSURES FOR NOMINAL 
URANUS MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
2.87 X lo-" 
3.13 X 
3.72 X lo4 
3.41 x 10-9 
4.06 x 10-7 
4.43 x 10-6 
1.38 X 10" 
4.83 X 1 O4 
2.19 X lo4 
3.17 X IO4 
3.7.1 X lo4 
1.49 x 10-4 
3.89 X lo4 
7.93 x 10-4 
1.08 x 10-3 
1 23 x 10-3 
1.34 X 10" 
1.76 X 
3.71 x 10-3 
3.89 x 10-3 
4.73 x 1 0 3  
8.54 x 10-3 
5.16 X 
1.86 X lo-* 
4.41 X 
532 
436 
346 
267 
193 
125 
94.8 
62.9 
35.4 
21.5 
9.6 
2.3 
0.0 
-43.2 
-67.3 
-78.6 
-86.9 
-1 13.6 
-207.3 
-21 4.5 
-245.2 
-295.5 
-355.9 
-545.1 
-835.2 
P 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
-0.0377 
0.368 
0.364 
0.360 
0.357 
0.357 
0.345 
0.339 
0.336 
0.335 
0.329 
0.315 
0.314 
0.31 1 
0.309 
0.300 
0.287 
0.275 
0.08 19 
0.0819 
0.0819 
0.081 9 
0.081 9 
0.081 9 
0.081 9 
0.0819 
-0.80 
-0.84 
-0.94 
-0.93 
-0.93 
-0.90 
-0.88 ' 
-0.88 
-0.87 
-0.86 
-0.82 
-0.82 
-0.81 
-0.81 
-0.78 
-0.75 
-0.72 
HP 
(km) 
43.6 
40.0 
36.7 
33.6 
30.8 
28.3 
27.1 
25.9 
24.9 
28.0 
28.7 
31.4 
32.2 
47.3 
55.6 
59.4 
62.1 
71 
101 
103 
113 
118 
146 
202 
284 
42.0 
38.5 
35.3 
32.4 
29.7 
27.2 
26.1 
25.0 
39.4 
44.0 
44.9 
48.9 
50.0 
72.2 
84.0 
89.5 
93.4 
106 
1 48 
151 
164 
170 
209 
284 
392 
Remarks 
1.3 
14.5 
54.9 
0.1 
0.4 
1 .I2 
3.3 
15.0 
28.0 
zo Reference Level 
Tropopause 
CH41ce Cloud Base 
Correspondence Level 
NH31ce Cloud Base 
Solution Cloud Base H20-NH3 
VI 
0 
P 
(atm) 
10-7 
1 0-6 
1 0-5 
1 04 
1 0-3 
10-2 
0.03 
0.10 
0.33 
1 .oo 
3.00 
3.93 
4.85 
6.25 
10 
30 
39.2 
63.6 
80.7 
100 
300 
1000 
T 
(K) 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
47.0 
63.1 
84.0 
90.0 
95.0 
101.3 
114.0 
149.8 
160.0 
180.0 
190.7 
200.8 
261.1 
346.7 
TABLE XXl l  
VALUES A T  SELECTED PRESSURES FOR COOL, 
DENSE URANUS MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
P 
(g. c m a )  
8.68 X lo-’ ’ 
8.68 X 
8.68 X le9 
8.68 X lo4 
8.68 X 
8.68 X lo6 
2.60 x 10-5 
8.68 X lW5 
2.86 X lo4 
6.80 X 10-4 
1.62 X lo3 
1.98 X lo3 
3.42 X lo3 
2.50 x 103 
4.86 X lo3 
1.35 X 
1.96 X 1 0-2 
2.35 X 1C2 
2.76 X 
6.37 X lom2 
1.6 XlO-’ 
1.1 1 x 10-2 
2 
(km) 
220 
1 92 
164 
135 
107 
78.7 
65.2 
50.4 
35.8 
20.0 
0.0 
-5.5 
-9.8 
-14.6 
-24.3 
-52.0 
-60.0 
-75.8 
-84.3 
-92.3 
-141 
-21 1 
9 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.268 
0.262 
0.257 
0.256 
0.254 
0.253 
0.251 
0.246 
0.245 
0.243 
0.242 
0.24 1 
0.237 
0.234 
dT/dz 
(K/km) 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-1.02 
-1.05 
-1.09 
-1.08 
-1.16 
-1.32 
-1.30 
-1.28 
-1.27 
-1.26 
-1.26 
-1.25 
-1.23 
-1.21 
HP 
(km) 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
15.6 
19.7 
21.1 
20.7 
19.5 
21.9 
28.8 
30.8 
34.6 
36.7 
38.6 
50.2 
66.7 
HP 
(km) 
12.3 
12.3 
I ~ . 3  
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
12.3 
16.8 
21.2 
26.5 
28.4 
27.8 
26.1 
29.3 
38.2 
40.8 
45.7 
48.4 
50.9 
65.9 
87 .O 
.O 
0.7 
71.6 
179.2 
350.0 
734.8 
0.2 
0.8 
10.0 
31.4 
Remarks 
zo Reference Level 
Tropopause 
Correspondence Level 
CH, Ice Cloud Base 
NH, Ice Cloud Base 
3.2 Neptune 
3.2.1 General Physical Properties 
Values and uncertainties for Neptune's mass, radius, shape, rotation rate, and several orbital 
parameters are given in table XXIII. This planet may be somewhat flattened and should be 
TAB LE XXI I I 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NEPTUNE 
Parameters 
Range of distance from the Sun 1971-1980 
Mean distance from the Sun" 
Heliocentric orbital speed 1971-1980 
Period of revolution about the Sun 
Inclination of orbital plane to ecliptic 
plane" 
Inclination of equatorial plane to orbital 
plane" 
Right ascension of North rotational pole" 
Declination of North rotation pole" 
Mass of Neptune and satellites 
Gravitational constant of Neptune and 
sa tel I it es 
Equatorial radius 
Polar radius 
Mean density 
Optical flattening or oblateness 
Period of rotation 
Angular rotation rate 
Values 
30.3 AU (essentially constant) 
30.0579 AU 
5.4 km s-' (essentially constant) 
164.80 tropical years 
1" 46' 21'.'8 
28" 48' 
aR = 29409 
6, =40053 
M, = (1.03 kO.01) X kg 
GM, = (6.87 k0.07) X IO6 km3*s-2 
Re, = 25200 k200 km 
Rp, = 24700 +500 km 
ii = 1.57 k0.04 gr- cm-3 
E = 0.02 k0.02 
To = 16h +2h 
oo = (1.1 kO.l) X rados-' 
"These parameters vary with time; the values given here are for qualitative purposes only. Values for particular times should 
be obtained from the references of 2.1.3. 
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of fields as large as 10- 2T (1 00 gauss) cannot be excluded in some regions near the planet so 
that this possibility should be considered in spacecraft design. 
3.2.4 Electromagnetic Radiation 
Outside of Neptune’s atmosphere, for which the tropopause is taken as the appropriate limit 
(sec. 3.2.7), the formulas in table XXV specify the ranges of intensity, flux, and tempera- 
ture associated with conditions of maximum illumination. During partial illumination or 
eclipse, the values for intensities and fluxes of direct and reflected solar radiation may 
decrease to zero. The wavelength determines which radiation sources in table XXV should 
be considered. The ranges of geometric albedo and disk brightness temperature are given in 
figures 5 and 6. The value and range shown for the thermal component of integrated flux F 
are predicted on the assumption that Neptune does not possess an internal energy source. 
Below the tropopause, the maximum contribution of the Sun is identical to that given in 
table XXV. Table XXV also gives the values for reflected solar radiation which should be 
considered omnidirectional to account for atmospheric scattering. 
With the parameters in table XXVII, \k in degrees, and R,, and A in AU, the visual 
magnitude of Neptune is specified by 
0.6 
0.5 
8 0.4 
m 
4 u 0.3 
A a . 
w 
-I 
- 
a? z 
z 0.2 
0 
(3 
0.1 
w 
0 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
WAVELENGTH, X ( p m )  
Figure 5.-Ranges of geometric albedo for Neptune. 
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v, 
P 
TABLE X X V  
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADlATlON PARAMETERS NEAR NEPTUNE 
WITH MAXIMUM 1 LLUMl NATION 
Parameters 
Intensity - 
Power/(Area-wavelength- 
solid angle) 
Power/(Area-frequency- 
solid angle) 
Flux - 
Power!( Areaawavelength 1 
Power! (Area-frequency) 
Integrated Flux - 
Power/(Area) 
E tf ect ive Temper at ure 
Direct Sunlight' 
1 X < X <  1OOcm 
H, 
I ,  = 
6.8 X lo5 sr 
H, 
F, =- 
S2 
F =  (1.353 t0.021) X 10-1 
S2 
Reflected Sunlight 
0 .3pm<X< 1.0pm 
px HA 
I, =.- 
q, 
*Solnr ppectral irr~(Iianca fmm NASA SP.8005 (ref. 44). S and Rwin A U  only, nod ~ m m e l r i c  n l W o  p, from fi(yura 5. 
*'Disk Brightness Tempernturn To from fiqura 6. nnd Plnnck funcrlons Bx (I) and B, (1) from Allen (ref. 23) or nlrawhere. 
* * *With  the nmmption thnt Neptune does not hnva nn intarnnl rodintion source. 
Thermal Radiation' 
1 0 p m < X <  lOOcm 
T, ..* = 45+3K 
I I I 
1 Oprn 100pm 0.1 cm 1 cm 10 cm 100 cm 
WAVELENGTH, A 
Figure 6.-Ranges of disk brightness temperature as a function of wavelength for Neptune. 
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TABLE XXVl l  
Object 
MAGNITUDES AND COLORS FOR THE SUN, NEPTUNE, AND 
N E PTU N E'S SATE LLITES 
Mean 
0 pposit ion 
Visual 
A bsol te 
Visual 
Magnitude Magnitude 
U-B B-V V- R 
0.14 0.63 0.45 
0.21 0.41 -0.33 
0.40 0.77 0.58 
- - - 
Triton I -1 .I6 +I 3.55 
Nereid I I  +I 8.7 
R-l 
0.29 
-0.80 
0.44 
- 
*For photometric definitions see appendix C. 
The meteoroid environment near Neptune should be obtained from the cometary meteoroid 
model and procedures of NASA SP-8038 (ref. 81) with the mass and radius values given in 
section 3.2.1. 
3.2.6 Charged Particles and Magnetosphere 
Table XXIX presents formulas and parameters for galactic cosmic rays, solar cosmic ray 
protons, the solar wind, and the ionosphere as well as a limiting model for energetic trapped 
radiation. The sunward magnetosphere boundary may be as near to the planet as the 
ionosphere or farther than 100 Re,. There is a slim chance that the heliosphere boundary 
may form closer to the Sun than Neptune's orbit. If this is the case, a strong shock is likely 
and the estimate of solar wind radial velocity should be decreased by a factor of four, the 
number density estimates increased by four, and electron and proton temperatures of lo6 
to lo7 K considered. 
3.2.7 Atmospheric Structure 
The Nominal Model atmosphere of Neptune given in table XXXII contains values for the 
temperature T, density p ,  altitude z, logarithmic lapse rate p, lapse rate dT/dz, pressure and 
density scale heights H, and H, , and cloud mass w as functions of pressure P, for 10-7 atm 
a< 1000 atm. Tables XXXI and XXXIII give Cool and Warm Model atmospheres which 
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TABLE X X V l l l  
ORBITAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NEPTUNE'S SATELLITES 
Parameter Triton 
(355.4 21)  x 103 Range of Distance from Neptune's Center (km) 
Ratio of Mean Distance to 
Neptune's Equatorial Radius 14.1 
Orbital Period (days) 5.877 
Orbital Speed (krn/s) 4.4 
Range of Planetocentric 
Latitude (degrees) c 19"" 
Radius (km) 1890 t700 
Mass (kg) (1.4 x 3 4 )  x 1023 
Nereid 
(5565 24170) X lo3 
221 
359.9 
0.4 to 2.9 
2 28" 
130 - 360' 
< 2 x 102' 
*Motion of Triron is retrogrdc w i t h  rcqmct to plonerory rotation 
**Range possible with on nswmed visuol geometric albedo between 0.08 and 0.65 
TABLE XXlX 
PARAMETERS FOR CHARGED PARTICLES NEAR NEPTUNE 
0.1 < E < 1O1O GeV 
(GeV/nucleon for alphas) 
Particles 
@E = K (E + M , c ~ ) - ~ * ~  
Electrons- 
Protons- 
Alphas- 
0 < K < 0.02 cm-2*s-1 
0 < K < 2.5 cnr2-s-l 
0 < K < 0.25 cm-2*s-1 
Tem peratu re Energy 
or Velocity Number Density, Flux, or Flux Parameter Location 
Solar Cosmic Ray Protons 
Galactic Cosmic Rays Everywhere 
Everywhere 10< E< lo4  MeV Sporadic, with fluxes between 0 and 1 .O times those 
specified in NASA TR R-169 (ref. 87) 
(938) [f:+l)' -11 MeV 
Solar Wind Beyond 
(Electrons and Protons) Magnetosphere 
(Electrons and Protons) 
a0 = 4.7 - X lo8 (1:36 -+1 ) % S-1 
L6 
V" = 320 kmls (up to 960 
km/sec a t  peak solar activity 
6.2 MeV 
ionosphere 
(Electrons and Protons 
Magnetospheric Plasma 
(Electrons and Protons) 
(0.51) [( +I) '-3 MeV Trapped Radiation (Electrons) 2 < L  
For z > zl, where 
z1 = 300 +200 km 
Within 
Magnetosphere 
T = 150 +50 K 
10'2<E<106eV 
No* = 0.008 cm-3 (up to 0.08 cm-3 a t  peak solar 
activity) 
1.7X1010 1377 -% a. = - (c3 +l) cm-2.s-1 
L6 
Trapped Radiation 
(Protons) 1 < L  
Trapped Radiation 
(Electrons and Protons) 
Distribution with Energy 1 1 < L  @E < a0 (1 + E/Eo) exp ( - E/Eo) 
No = (lo6'' cm3)  exp 
z in km 
Not established 
*See sec. 3.2.6 for change, if Neptune lies beyond heliosphere boundary. 
covcr the unccrtainty in construction of thc  Noniinal Model and  variations with planetary 
latitude, tinic of day, and  local fcattircr\. Tlicsc models rcprctcnt cool and warm es t rcmcs  a t  
given prcr\surcq only. Tlic composition< for all throc nioc!els arc given in table XXX which 
doer not takc into account condcrmt ion .  The aniot~nt of a condcnwhlc (CEI,, KII,  or H,O) 
that can be prcscnt above a cloiid txisc in gas form can be computed with the formulas and  
mns tan t s  given in appcndiu B. For a11 models the  zcro of altitude is arhitraril}. sct  a t  the  
corrczpondcncc Icvcl. Thc dictancc from Ncptttnc's ccntcr R to iiny altitude z in t h e  model5 
is givcn hy 
Cool Model 
whcrc R,, = 25,200 5200 k i n ,  = 0.011 kO.02, and z, is a rcfcrcncc alt i tude Fivcn scpa- 
ratel). for cadi  model in t i i h l C S  X X X I ,  XXXII, and XXXIII. A l t I i o u ~ h  all nio(!cI\ indicate the  
prcscncc of CII, clouds, it shoultl not h c  assunicd that the limb of thc planet is defined hy 
tlicrc clouds a t  any  w:lvclcngth. Interpolation bctwccn ti1btll;itcd values should be carried 
out  with t h e  3id of formulaz in  appcnclis B .  
Nominal Model 
TABLE X X X  
COMPOSITION OF NEPTUNE MODEL ATMOSPHERES 
0.00045 
0.00039 
0.00057 
4.55 
Parameter 
Fraction by Number 
0.0001 5 
0.000 13 
0.0001 9 
2.68 
H2 
He 
CH; 
H2 0" 
NH; 
Ne 
Others 
Mean Molecular Weight 1.1 I 
0.30559 
0.60000 
0.09000 
0.00300 
0.85853 
0.1 1000 
0.03000 
0.001 00 
Warm Model 
0.95285 
0.03667 
0.01 000 
0.00033 
0.00005 
0.00004 
0.00006 
2.24 
*In unwturared region of atmorphcm 
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10-7 
104 
10-5 
104 
+ E 10-3 
h 
v 
a 
$ 10-2 
3 
v) 
v) w 
a IY lo-’ 
1 
10’ 
102 
103 
1 = CH4 ICE CLOUDS 
2 = NH3 ICE CLOUDS 
30 50 70 100 2 0 0 3 0 0  500 703 lo00 1500 
TEMPERATURE, T (K) 
Figure 7.-Pressure versus temperature for Neptune model atmospheres. 
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TABLE XXXl  
69.1 
55.5 
44.6 
35.8 
28.8 
23.1 
20.9 
18.6 
30.8 
35.0 
39.8 
42.9 
51.5 
78.9 
85.5 
P 
(atm) 
0.1 
1.3 
13.5 
0.03 
0.25 
10-7 
1 0-5 
1O-s 
1 0-4 
1 0 3  
1 0-2 
0.03 
0.1 
0.21 
0.3 
0.42 
0.6 
1 .o 
3.29 
4.1 3 
10 
14.7 
18.5 
21.9 
30 
100 
300 
lo00 
200.0 
160.0 
128.8 
103.4 
83.1 
66.7 
60.2 
53.7 
50.0 
57.0 
65.0 
74.6 
90.0 
140.0 
152.2 
209.3 
240.0 
260.0 
275.8 
307.6 
463.1 
664.9 
977.6 
VALUES AT SELECTED PRESSURES FOR WARM, 
EXTENDED NEPTUNE MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
1.28 X 10" ' 
1.60 X 
1.99 X 10"3 
2.48 X 1U8 
3.09 X 
3.84 X lb6 
1.28 X le5 
4 . 7 8 X l e  
1,lOX 10" 
1.35X 10-6 
1.67 X 10" 
2.22 X lo"' 
3.03X lo"' 
6.41 X lo"' 
7.41 X 10" 
1.30X 103 
1.67 X 1 0 3  
1.94 X 1 6  
2.17 X lo4 
2.66 X lo4 
5.89 X 10" 
1.23 X 1 0-2 
2.79 X lo-* 
-0.095 
-0.095 
-0.095 
-0.095 
-0.095 
-0.095 
-0.095 
-0.095 
0.385 
0.383 
0.381 
0.379 
0.376 
0.366 
0.364 
0.356 
0.352 
0.350 
0,349 
0.345 
0.334 
0.325 
0.316 
z 
(km) 
0.251 
0.251 
0.251 
0.251 
0.251 
0.251 
0.251 
0.251 
-1.01 
-1.01 
-1.01 
-1.06 
-1.05 
-1.03 
-1.02 
-1.00 
-0.99 
-0.98 
-0.98 
-0.97 
-0.94 
-0.91 
-0.88 
604 
44 7 
322 
22 1 
139 
74.2 
47.8 
21.8 
6.9 
0.0 
-7.9 
-1 6.9 
-31.5 
-79.6 
-91.5 
-148.1 
-179.1 
- 199.4 
-215.6 
-248.4 
-41 1.9 
-630.9 
-980.0 
H, 
(km) 
75.7 
60.8 
48.9 
39.3 
31.5 
25.3 
22.8 
20.4 
19.0 
21.6 
24.6 
26.6 
32.1 
50.0 
54.3 
74.7 
85.7 
92.8 
98.5 
110 
165 
2 37 
349 
116 
132 
143 
151 
168 
248 
352 
510 
0.2 
1.4 
4.9 
Remarks 
zo Reference Level 
Tropopause 
Correspondence Level 
CH, Ice Cloud Bare 
NH3 Ice Cloud Base 
Solution Cloud Base H 2 0 - N H 3  
TABLE XXXll 
VALUES AT SELECTED PRESSURES FOR NOMINAL, 
NEPTUNE MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
P 
(atm) 
I 0-7 
1 0-6 
1 0-5 
1 04 
1 0-3 
1 0-2 
0.03 
0.1 
0.3 
0.44 
1 .o 
1.43 
2.1 3 
3.0 
3.47 
10.0 
17.1 
20.5 
22.8 
30 
93.9 
154.2 
184.6 
300 
1000 
T 
(K) 
93.0 
82.5 
73.2 
65.0 
57.6 
51 .I 
48.3 
45.4 
42.8 
42.0 
57.0 
65.0 
75.0 
84.8 
89.4 
129.3 
155.0 
165.0 
170.9 
187.0 
270.0 
315.0 
332.9 
385.6 
548.4 
P 
(g - cm3) 
2.95 X 1 0-1 
3.32 X 1O-Io 
3.74 x 10-9 
4.76 x 10-7 
4.22 X I O 4  
5.36 X I O 4  
1.70X10" 
6.04 X IO" 
2.86 X I O 4  
4.81 X I O 4  
6.04 X I O 4  
7.89 X I O 4  
1.06X IO3  
1.19 x 104  
I .27 x 10-3 
2.53 x 10-3 
3.59 x 103  
4.07 X IO3  
4.36 X IO3 
5.24 X IO3 
1.14X10-2 
1.60 X 1 0-2 
2.54 X 10" 
1.81 X 
5.95 x 10-2 
z 
(km) 
343 
27 6 
21 5 
162 
115 
72.6 
54.2 
35.3 
19.0 
13.6 
0.0 
-7.4 
-1 6.5 
-24.9 
-28.5 
-60.8 
-82.2 
-90.6 
-95.6 
-1 09 
-182 
-223 
-240 
-289 
-446 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
-0.052 
0.373 
0.367 
0.364 
0.360 
0.357 
0.356 
0.343 
0.336 
0.334 
0.333 
0.329 
0.314 
0.308 
0.306 
0.300 
0.286 
0.155 
0.155 
0.155 
0.155 
0.155 
0.155 
0.155 
0.1 55 
0.1 55 
-1 .I 1 
-1.09 
-1.08 
-1.09 
-1.17 
-1.26 
-1.22 
-1.19 
-1.18 
-1.18 
-1.17 
-1 .I 1 
-1.09 
-1.08 
-1.06 
-1.01 
31.3 
27.7 
24.6 
21.8 
19.4 
17.2 
16.2 
15.2 
14.4 
14.1 
19.2 
21.8 
24.9 
25.9 
25.2 
36.5 
43.7 
46.6 
48.2 
52.8 
76.2 
88.9 
93.9 
109 
155 
29.7 
26.4 
23.4 
20.7 
18.4 
16.3 
15.4 
14.5 
13.7 
22.5 
30.3 
34.3 
38.9 
40.3 
39.1 
55.5 
65.9 
70.0 
72.2 
78.7 
111 
128 
135 
155 
217 
1.3 
15 
90 
182 
0.4 
1.7 
3.6 
3.3 
42 
96 
Remarks 
zo Reference Level 
Tropopause 
Correspondence Level 
CH, Ice Cloud Base 
NH3 Ice Cloud Base 
Solution Cloud Base H20-NH3 
TABLE XXXll l  
10-7 38.0 
1 04 38.0 
1 0-5 38.0 
10-4 38.0 
1 03 38.0 
10-2 38.0 
0.03 38.0 
0.1 38.0 
0.3 38.0 
0.66 38.0 
1 .oo 42.5 
3.00 57.0 
10.0 78.1 
26.3 100.0 
61.6 123.9 
1 00 139.7 
300 182.8 
534.8 210.2 
VALUES AT SELECTED PRESSURES FOR COOL, 
DENSE NEPTUNE MODEL ATMOSPHERE 
1.07 X 1W’O 
1.07 X 10-9 
1.07 X lo4 
1.07 X 1 W7 
1.07 X lo4 
1.07 X lW5 
3.21 X lW5 
1.07 X lo” 
3.21 X lo” 
7.10 X le 
2.14 X le3 
5.23 X 163 
1.15 X 1W2 
2.76 X 1W2 
9.59 x lo“ 
3.97 x 10-2 
9.10 x 10-2 
1.4 XlW’ 
143 
125 
106 
87.0 
68.2 
49.4 
40.5 
30.6 
21.7 
15.2 
11.6 
0.0 
-17.3 
-34.4 
-49.4 
-59.4 
-67.2 
-1 05 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.272 
0.270 
0.265 
0.258 
0.253 
0.249 
0.247 
0.243 
0.240 
dTld 2 
(K/km) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1.27 
-1.26 
-1.23 
-1.21 
-1.27 
-1.58 
-1.57 
-1.54 
-1.53 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
9.1 
12.2 
16.7 
20.0 
19.5 
22.0 
28.8 
33.1 
HD 
(km) 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
8.2 
11.2 
12.5 
16.6 
22.5 
26.8 
26.0 
29.2 
38.0 
43.6 
W 
(rngll) 
25 
636 
5326 
14 
184 
Remarks 
zg Reference Level 
Tropopause 
Correspondence Level 
CH, Ice Cloud Base 
NH, ICS Cloud Base 
3.3 Pluto 
3.3.1 General Physical Properties 
Values and uncertainties for Pluto's mass, radius, rotation rate, and several orbital param- 
eters are given in table XXXIV. The uncertainty in equatorial radius is large enough to span 
any irregularities of shape. The value of equatorial radius shown is associated with a solid 
surface. 
TABLE XXXIV 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTO 
I 
Parameters 
Range of distance from the Sun 1971-1980 
Mean distance from the Sun* 
Heliocentric orbital speed 1971-1980 
rPeriod of revolution about the Sun 
b c l i n a t i o n  of orbital plane to ecliptic plane" 
E o n  of equatorial plane to orbital plane" 
~~ 
Mass of Pluto 
Gravitational constant of Pluto 
Equatorial radius 
Mean density 
I Angular rotation rate 
 
Values 
31.7 to 30.2 AU 
39.708 AU 
5.8 to  6.0 km s-' 
250.0 tropical years 
17?144 
unknown 
M, = (5.7 X 1.7") X kg 
DPQ = 5700 X 1.2" km 
oo = ( 1.139 k0.002) X I 0-5 rad s-' 
*These parameters vary with time and are given here for qualitative purposes only. Values for particular times are given in 
the references of section 2.1.3. 
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TABLE X X X V  
- 
Gravitational potential a t  distance R from 
planet in a coordinate system not rotating 
Range of gravitational acceleration at  
R = Rs including rotation at  w, 
Escape speed a t  distance R from planet 
(from above potential at  Reel) 
Orbital speed a t  distance R with semi- 
major axis a a 
Period of object in orbit with semi-major 
axis a 
- ( , 3  l + 7 t 1 j  (R,q/R) km2.s-2 
470 X 2.5” cm-s” 
(5.2 X1.3”) (3)’ km-s” 
(3.6 X 1.3”) (T - -) km .s-’ 
(0.77 X 1.3” 1 (a/Req)3’2 hours 
2 Req Req Y, 
b 
GRAVITY FIELD AND RELATED PARAMETERS FOR PLUTO 
3.3.2 Gravity Field 
Tiihlc XXXV gives parameters and their unccrtaintics for Pluto’s grnt’itational ficltl. 
3.3.3 Magnetic Field 
Ncitlicr the strcnytli of  Pluto’s magnetic field nor its form (dipolar, qundnipolar, c tc . )  is 
known. A field of 10 3T ( I  pausq) is adoptcd as a n  tipper limit to  the surfacc ficld o n  the 
bxis of analogt* with tlic terrcqtri:iI planets tlint havc been csplorcd by spacecraft, Mar$, 
Earth, and I ‘ cn t~r ,  
3.3.4 Electromagnetic Radiation 
Thc formul:rs in t;ihlc XXXVI specify the ranges of intensity, f lus ,  and tcmpernt im aqso- 
cintcd with conditions of mnsimum illuminntion from the Sun and Pluto.  Ihring partial 
illumination or cclipse. thc  valucs for intcnqitics and fltiscs of direct and rc‘flcctcd solar 
mdi:itinn mny dccrcnw to 7 . ~ ~ 0 .  Tile wnvclcngth region of iritcrcst dctcrniincs which radia- 
tion sotirccq in table XXXVI should be consiricrcd. The range$ of geometric albedo are 
shown in figlire 8. The tippcr limit to the  p!:inctary tlicrmal contribtition i s  set bj? 
Tcff = 72 I;, which is t h e  mnxinium siibso1;ir point tcmpcrnturc cspcctud for Pluto at 
perihelion. The darks idc  tcmpcrntiirc could range down to a few dcgrces kelvin bccauw of 
Pliito’s long rotation period and the unknown direction of  the rotational as is  (scc. 2.1.3). 
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Parameters Direct Sunlight* 1 A <  X < 100 cm 
Intensity - 
Power/(Area-wavelength- 
solid angle) 
Reflected Sunlight* 
0.3pm<A< 1.0pm 
Power/(Area-frequency- 
solid angle 
Flux - 
Power/(Area-wavelength) 
Power/(Area-f requency 1 
Integrated Flux - 
Power/Area 
Brightness Temperature 
Effective Temperature 
TABLE XXXVI 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION PARAMETERS NEAR PLUTO 
WITH MAXIMUM ILLUMINATION 
Thermal Radiation** 
1 p m < h <  l 0 0 c m  
I 
I I 
HA 
I, = 
6.8 X 10-5 sr 
(1.353 k0.021) x IO-1 
S2 (2) F =  
I TD < 7 2 K  
1 Te,< 7 2 K  
'Solar spectral irradiance from NASA SP-8005 (ref.. 44). S and RpO in AU only, and geometric albedo p, from figure 8. 
'Planck functions BA (t) and B, (t) from Allen (ref. 81) or elsewhere. 
0.3 
U-B B-V V-R 
A n 
R- l  
, 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
WAVELENGTH, A h )  
Figure 8.-Ranges of geometric albedo for Pluto. 
TABLE X X X V l l  
MAGNITUDE AND COLORS FOR THE SUN AND PLUTO 
U 
c 
M c : O*' 
0 
(3 
w 
0 
Object 1 '$7: 
Magnitude 
Mean 
Opposition 
Visual 
Magnitude 
- 
m 
t 14.90 
Brightness Differences between 
Photometric Passbands" 
'For photometric definitions we appendix C 
\!"it11 thc pnrnnictcrs in t ; i h l t  X X X V I I ,  \Ir  in ckgrcc<, and KIlp.  and A in AU, thc  viwnl 
mnynitudc of Pluto is spccificd b y  
+0.05 q, 
ni,. = (in', 20.1) 4 5 1o.c (KP,. A) 4 (0.03 -o,ol 
T1ic known total vari;ition with rotstion of 0.1 1 mnynittlde< in thc vicunl ;i< ohscrvccl from 
Earth is ti3kc.n i n t o  nccotint i n  thc foregoing csprcscion. 
Particle 
Galactic Cosmic Rays 
Beyond 
Magnetosphere 
Forz>O 
Within 
Magnetosphere 
Within 
Magnetosphere 
Solar Cosmic Ray Protons 
V" = 320 km/s (up to 960 
km/sec a t  peak solar activity) 
T = 150k50 K 
< E < lo6 eV 
E> I O 6  eV 
Solar Wind 
(Electrons and Protons) 
Ionosphere 
(Electrons and Protons) 
Magnetospheric Plasma 
(Electrons and Protons) 
Energetic Trapped 
Radiation 
(Electrons and Protons) 
TABLE XXXVl I I 
PARAMETERS FOR CHARGED PARTICLES NEAR PLUTO 
Temperature, Energy 
or Velocity Location 
I 
Everywhere 0.1 < E < 1O1O GeV 
(GeV/Nucleon for alphas) 
I 10<E<104MeV Everywhere 
Number Density or Flux 
& = K (E + M0e2)-'a5 
Electrons- 
Protons- 
Alphas- 
0 d K d 0.02 cm-2.s-1 
0 < K d 2.5 cma.s-l. 
0 d K < 0.25 cm-2.s-1 
~ ~~ 
Sporadic, with fluxes between 0 and 1.0 times those 
specified in NASA TR R-169 (ref. 87) 
No* = 0.008 e m 3  (up to 0.08 cm-3 a t  peak solar 
activity) 
No d I O 6  exp (-  z/200) e m 3  
z in km 
Not established 
Not established 
"See sec. 3.3.6 for change, if Pluto lies beyond heliosphere boundary. 
3.3.5 Satellites and Meteoroids 
Pluto has  no known utcllitcs. The meteoroid cnvironmcnt n c x  Pluto should be obtained 
from the cormtar)' meteoroid niodcl and procedures of NASA SP-8038 (ref. 81 ) with the 
n ixs  and rildiliq v:lIuc's given in section 3.3.1.  
3.3.6 Charged Particles and Magnetosphere 
Tiahlc XXXVIII prcsentc formulas and pnranietcrs for galactic cosmic rays, s o h  cosmic ray 
protons, and the solar wind as well as a limiting modcl for the ionosphere. The sunward 
niapetosphcrc houndnry may be as near to the planet as the ionosphere or stirfacc or 
frirthcr thm 50 R,, . There is a slim ch:incc that thc  heliosphcrc boundary may lie inside the  
orbit of Pluto. I f  this is tlic caw, a strong shock is likcly arid the cstimatcs of solar wind 
radial velocity should be decrcnscd by a factor of four, the ntimbcr density cstimatcs 
increased by four, and elcctron and proton tcmperaturcq of 106 to IO' K conridered. 
3.3.7 Atmospheric Structure 
No ohsenation 11;s established the prescncc of a n  atinosphcrc for Pluto. Tlic candidate 
spccirs arc €Iz, )IC, and Nc  in a n  unsaturated state and N,, 02,  CH,, A, NO, and CO in a 
stiiratcd condition. 111 the ahscncc of sufficient information, no models arc provided. 
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APPENDIX A. 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS* 
Saturation vapor pressure constant (B-2) 
Semi-major axis of particle orbiting planet (3.1.2) 
Right ascension of North rotational pole (2.1.3.2) 
Planck function, intensity (per unit wave length or frequency) (3.1.4) 
Atmospheric lapse rate (P/T)(dT/dP) (B-1) 
Lapse rate constant (B-1) 
Speed of light (3 X 1010 cm/s) (2.6.1) 
Specific heats (at constant pressure or volume) (B-1 ) 
Ratio of specific heats (B-1) 
Distance from object to  observer (AU) (2.4.2.1) 
Phase coefficient (magnitudes/degree) (2.4.2.1) 
Declination of North rotational pole (2.1.3.2) 
Uncertainty in absolute visual magnitude (2.4.2.1) 
Charged particle kinetic energy (MeV) (2.6.1) 
Local characteristic (kinetic) energy (MeV) (2.6.4.2) 
Planetary optical flattening (2.1.2) 
Integrated flux of electromagnetic radiation (2.4.1) 
Flux (per unit wavelength or frequency) (3.1.4) 
N. m2 Constant of gravitation (6.673 X 10-11 -Kg2 >(2*2)  
Acceleration of gravity (including rotation) (2.2) 
Atmosphere pressure scale height (B-1 ) 
Atmosphere density scale height (B-1) 
Solar spectral flux (per unit wavelength) (2.4.1) 
Solar constant or solar irradiance at 1 AU (1.353 X lo-' W/cm-*)(2.4.1) 
IA, 1, 
J2 
K 
Intensity (per unit wavelength or frequency) (3.1.4) 
Coefficient of gravitational potential (2.2) 
Constant (cosmic ray flux formula) (2.6.1) 
*Numbers in parens give section where symbol used. 
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Lapse rate constant (K) (B-I)  
b p s c  rate constant ( O K )  (B-1) 
hIa gn c t ic she 11 para me t cr ( 2.6.4.2 )
\!'avclength of clcctroniagnctic radiation (3.1.4) 
Latent heat of condcrmtion (B-3) 
hl,m of  planet including satellites, i f  any.  Subscripts U, K, P, 
Ur,inur. Ncptunc. Pluto. Earth and Sun. rcqpectivcly ( 2 . 1 .  I ) 
Rest energy of particle (3.6.11 
Afacs o f  the Sun ( 9 . 1  . I  ) 
hldcs of Fcirth ( 2 . 1  . I )  
V 1 w n l  m3gnitudc (7.4.2.1 ) 
Mean opposition magnitudc (vi\w1) (3.1.4) 
Ahcolutc m:ipniltidc (visunll (9 4.2.1 
Mean nioleciil.ir weight (plrnol1 ( B - I  ) 
h'umhcr denrity for charged particlcs (numher per unit arcn) (2  6 5 )  
Mean motion of a satellite (dcgrcc(;/d;ty) (3.5.1 . l )  
\SJW frequency ( 3  1.4) 
At niocplicric prewirc (B-1 ) 
Legcndrc polynominal ( 2 . 2 )  
and c refer to 
Coefficient of rotational term in gravitational potential (2.2) 
Observer to Sun distance (AU) (2.4.1) 
Physical temperature of atmosphere (IC) (B-1) 
Disk brightness temperature (K) (2.4.3) 
Effective temperature of object (2.4.3) 
Rotation period (3.1 . l )  
Dummy temperature variable (3.4.1) 
Gravitational potential function (2.2) 
Amount of cloud material per unit volume of gas (B-1) 
Altitude (distance from correspondence level) (2.7.3) 
Altitude of atmospheric reference level (2.7.3) 
Nominal ionosphere altitude (2.6.5) 
Flux of particles with energy 2 E (2.6.1) 
FIux parameter in energetic particle models (2.6.4.2) 
Planetocentric latitude (2.2) 
Planetographic latitude (2.2) 
Angular rotation rate (3.1 . l )  
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APPENDIX B. 
ATMOSPHERE A N D  CLOUDS (MATHEMATICAL BASIS) 
B-1 Atmospheric Structure 
I n  terms of the symbol\ dcfincd i n  nppcndiu A,  the moelcl atnmsphcrcs of scctionc 2.7,  
3.1.7. and 3.1.7 arc' governed for  c;icli ntmocphcric rc'gion by 
a t c ni pcra t urc-d c' pc n dc n t 
gr ;I d ic n t 
T + KI 
whcrc t';ilu~s of the  conzt.int\ K, and K, arc  rcztrirtcd by Kz Z 0 in  general, 
K l  = K, = 0 for regions of con<t.int 0 = p,,#O, and by  K1 = -T, and I(, = 0 for 
regions of /I = 0 ( a t  const.int tcmpcratiire T = T, ). Valucc of K, and K, can he chocen to 
c n w r c  t l u t  0 iipproxim:ltc< tlic :idi:ihtic v31iic (y I ) / ?  f o r  a rc:iI g:is miuturc' whoce spccific 
arc' rclatcd h y  7 = Cp/C,.  ( I f  CP arid <', incrr.:iw with temperaturc,  K l > K z X  
rc'mlt\ 
Thc solution of equation< I31 tlirougli €33 rq t i i r c s  fIi;it T and 7 a t  any v:tluc of P be rclatcd 
to thmc a t  T A  , 7 A .  and PA i n  the  snmc rcgion by 
and 
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8-2 Clouds 
Solid H,O Solid NH, 
(ice) (ice) Liquid H,O 
Pj (glmol) 18 18 17 
Aj (for Pjs in N-m2) 25.485 28.948 28.637 
Xj (Jlmol) 43,321.69 51,188.57 32,397.67 
It is assumed that clouds are formed by condensation of a species j in convective regions 
moving upward to lower temperature and pressure when the saturation vapor pressure Pjs is 
exceeded by the partial pressure. Condensation of CH, results in a decrease in mean mole- 
cular weight p. This decrease in p is accounted for in the parameters affected ( p ,  z, H, , Hp) 
which are given in the atmosphere tables of sections 3.1.7 and 3.2.7. Pjs is conventionally 
described by a form of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 
Solid CH, 
(ice) 
16 
23.543 
10,619.11 
where Aj and A, are constants, and Xj is the latent heat of condensation. In this case Pjs also 
specifies the partial pressure of the condensible gas in the cloud region above the lowest 
level of condensation, and the mass of the cloud per unit volume of gas is approximated by 
where p is given by equation B3 and pj is the mean molecular weight of the condensate. 
Table B-1 lists the four species actually used in computing cloud properties and the appro- 
priate constants. 
TABLE B-1. 
PARAMETERS OF CONDENSATES 
In establishing the location of the cloud bases, condensation to a pure (one molecular 
species) solution or solid was assumed. For NH3 - H2 0 solutions as dilute as those likely in 
the Warm Models, the liquid water constants were considered satisfactory approximations. 
For the Nominal and Cool Models, the existence of NH,-H20 solutions could result in the 
elimination of any solid H20  phase. The change in mean molecular weight resulting from 
condensation was roughly accounted for above the base of the CH, clouds. 
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APPENDIX C. 
GLOSSARY * 
Adiabatic - Characteristic of processes in which heat is not transferred across system boundaries; in an 
atmosphere, such a system is a hypothetically rising or falling parcel of gas, and the adiabatic require- 
ment must be satisfied when the parcel reaches equilibrium with the local pressure, temperature, and 
density. 
Astronomical Unit (AU) - Approximately, the semi-major-axis of the Earth’s orbit about the Sun, Gur- 
nette and Woolley (ref. 73) provide a more precise definition, and a modern value cited by Melbourne et 
al. (ref. 12) is 1 AU = 1.49597893 X lo8 *5 km. 
Bandwidth - The range of frequencies (or wavelengths) within which electromagnetic radiation is emitted 
or detected; the power or response distributions need not be uniform within this range (refs. 30 and 44). 
Bolometric - Characteristic of an infinite bandwidth, and including electromagnetic radiation at all fre- 
quencies (or wavelengths) and polarizations (ref. 49). 
Bond Albedo - The ratio of electromagnetic radiation reflected (in all directions) by an object to that 
incident on it in a collimated beam. This quantity depends on the bandwidth of interest. If the band- 
width is infinite, the term Bolometric Bond albedo is used. 
Brightness Temperature - The temperature at which a blackbody would radiate an intensity of electro- 
magnetic radiation identical to that of the source for the bandwidth and polarization considered. 
Color - For a given light source, the difference in magnitude for two bandwidths centered on different 
wavelengths (ref. 30). 
Decametric - Characteristic of electromagnetic radiation at those radio wavelengths between 10 and 100 
meters; used here to cover a broader range extending to about 7 meters. 
Decimetric - Characteristic of electromagnetic radiation at those microwave wavelengths between 10 and 
100 cm; used here synonymously with UHF to cover a broader range extending to about 1 cm. 
Declination (6) - The celestial coordinate equal to the geocentric angle (north taken positive) between the 
direction to the object considered and the plane of the Earth’s equator; the precession of the latter 
implies a slow variation of the declination even of fixed directions (ref. 73). 
Disk Brightness Temperature (TD) - The resulting brightness temperature when all radiation (excluding 
background sources) from a region surrounding an object is associated with the disk of that object; the 
disk brightness temperature may include a contribution from the radiation belts. 
Effective Temperature (Teff) - The temperature at which a black body would radiate a bolometric inten- 
sity of electromagnetic radiation identical to  that of the source (ref. 23). 
*Cross references within the glossary are indicated by bold face. These descriptions have been developed for this mono- 
graph. Additional information may be found in the references cited. 
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F1:ittcning (c) - Tlic positive difference bct\recn unity and the  ratio of the pnlnr to the equntnrinl diamctcr 
of a p1;inct:in d i 4  (npticall, or the  vnltic for the  s7nic qunntity \rhich ~ ' n t i l d  be derived on the bark of 
hydrnd)r ini ic  theory and the gratitntionnl potcritiol inferred from ohscncd sntcllitc mntions (dynamic). 
F l t i ~  of Elcctromagnetic Radiation (F, F,,, or FA) - TIic pniver per tinit arrn croviing an imnsinnry plnnc 
surfncc from nnc sick to the  other, citlicr per unit banduidth or integratcd over all frcqiicncicq 
Flus of Charged Rrticlcs (Cq ) - Tlic ntiriihcr of particlcs per unit arcn and per unit time with cncrsy 
grcnttr llinn 1: croszing an imnfinnn plane stirfacc with positive or negative ( b u t  not both) velocity 
componentz perpendicular to tlic stirfncc 
Geometric Albedo (PA) - The ratio of the  reflcctcd fluu (power p c r  unit dctcctnr arc31 from an artrononii. 
cal object ( o t w n c d  a t  distnncc A ,  i c rn  phaw angle) t o  the qunticnt of thc snlnr pwvcr intcrccpted by 
the  objccf divided by EA? i n  the bandwidth cnnsidcrcd ilcrc [tic flux, pntver, and A must be csprerrcd 
in cnn<iqfcnt u n i t < ,  and  A mu?t he lnrgc cnniparcd to tlic dim ens inn^ of the ohjcct (rcf 49) 
Intcnqity ( I , ,  or IA)  I The fliis nf clcc-trnni:ignctic radiation per unit solid an$c of (tic soiirce for a defining 
irnnginnry surface ~ ' I i r ~ c  normal intersects tlic source; intcnrity is indcpcndcnf of die wiircc-surface 
sepn ra t inn 
lonoqphcre - TIN atrnnsphcric layer which includes thc  major masinla of  electron and ion concentration. 
hlagnetopmw - nic outer boundar). of tlic magnetorpherc. dctcrmincd by its interaction u-ith thc estcrnnl 
chnrgcd pnrticle and mngnctic ficld environment?, particulnrly the  solnr wind (rcf. 131). 
h!aglctoqphcre Tile reginn surrounding a plnnct in which thc local magnetic ficld i q  dnminntcd by 
planet-awriatcd fictck rather thnn by cstcrnal environmcnts (rcf. 131). 
Heliorphcrc A refinn siirrnundinp the  Sun in  which tlir combined energy dcnritj. of solar-related particlcs 
and ficldz dnniinater t h n t  of intcrrtc1l:ir pnrticles and  ficlci\ This rcgion likcly extends well beyond the 
orhit of Jupitcr 
Chculating Elements - The clcnicntc of a thcnrcticnl elliptic orbit in which the velocity and p s i t i o n  arc 
identic31 to t h n v  of a plnnct's actual orbit a t  a given fime 
hfaLgnitiidc (m) Five-haltcz t imes t h e  common Iognritlim (hnsc ten) of tlic ratio of thc power received per 
unit arc3 within sonic bandwidth for a stnnd:ird object to t h a t  for an  astronomical object. The base o f  
l h i z  logarithmic scalc is X = 2 517,  such f l i n t  an incrcnsc of one magnitudc corresponds to a dccrcare 
in power by a factor x - I  or an incrcnsc in distnncc by 3 factor xR. Ahsnltitc magnituder (m,) arc those 
a w i m r d  to occur in a standard gcomctrical configuration, namcly, Sun-ohjcct distancc 1 At!, objcct- 
obwvcr  di$tnncc A = 1 A l J  and phaw angle \It  = 0 for solar system ohjcct$ Stmdard objcctr arc 
commonly defined on the  IJBL'RI system of  magnitudes, corresponding to spccific wavclcngth- 
dcprndcnt rcqponw chnrnctcristic of the ohscning equipment (refs 30 and 49) 
Phaw An@c ( \ Ir)  - Thr an@c formed by tlic Sun, t hc  point of rcflcction, and tlic o b w n c r  (ref 30). 
Planctoccntric - Kcfcrcnccd to the  center of the p1:lnct 
PIanctopaphic - Rcfcrcnccd to  a line parallel to !lie dircctitrn of the  icnitli at die plnnet 
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Plasma - A gas in which the concentration of charged particles has non-negligible effects on the properties 
of the gas. 
Polodial - A field which has poles. In this context magnetic dipole or magnetic quadrupole fields are said 
to be polodial in structure. 
Rayleigh Scattering - Scattering of electromagnetic radiation by particles whose characteristic size is small 
compared to the wavelength A. The scattering cross-section and opacity are proportional to  
Mean Opposition Distance - The average minimum separation distance between the Earth and an object 
whose orbit is wholly outside that of the Earth‘s. 
Right Ascension (a) - The celestial coordinate equal to the angle (east taken positive) between the 
geocentric projection on the plane of the Earth’s equator of the object considered and that of the vernal 
equinox: the precession of the Earth‘s rotation axis implies a slow variation of the right ascension even 
of fixed directions (ref. 73). 
Scale Height (Hp, Hp) - A measure of the vertical gradient of a quantity x, e.g., pressure and electron 
concentration, such that if H = x (dx/dz)-l is constant with altitude z, the quantity x changes by a 
factor e within the altitude interval H. 
Stratosphere - The atmospheric layer directly above the troposphere within which the temperature is 
constant or increases with altitude. 
Trapped Radiation - Energetic charged particles whose trajectories in a planetary magnetic field are 
bounded in space. A particle travels nearly along the field line, “mirrors” or is reflected at equal north 
and south magnetic latitudes, and drifts in longitude. 
Tropopause - The upper boundary of the troposphere, and the lower boundary of the stratosphere, char- 
acterized by a near-discontinuity in the temperature gradient. 
Troposphere - The atmospheric layer within which major weather phenomena occur, characterized by 
decreasing temperature with increasing altitude. 
Ultra High Frequency (UHF) - Characteristic of electromagnetic radiation at microwave frequencies be- 
tween 300 and 3000 Mhz, used here synonymously with decimetric to cover a broader -range extending 
to about 30,000 Mhz. 
Vernal Equinox - The direction from the center of the Earth to the center of the Sun at the time when the 
latter lies in the plane of the Earth‘s equator in March of each year (ref. 73). 
Zenith - The direction opposite to that of the local acceleration of gravity (including the centrifugal terms) 
and perpendicular to the local horizon. 
Zenith Angle - The angle between the directions to the zenith and to an object observed. 
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N A S A  S P A C E  VEHICLE 
DESIGN C R I T E R I A  MONOGRAPHS 
ENVIRONMENT 
SP-8005 
SP-80 1 0 
SP-8011 
SP-80 1 3 
SP-80 1 7 
SP-8 0 2 0 
SP-802 I 
SP-8023 
SP-803 7 
SP-8038 
SP-8049 
SP-806 7 
SP-8069 
SP-8084 
SP-8085 
SP-809 1 
SP-8092 
STRUCTURES 
SP-8001 
SP-8002 
Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, revised May 197 1 
Models of Mars Atmosphere (1 967), May 1 968 
Models of Venus Atmosphere ( 1  968), December 1968 
Meteoroid Environment Model- 1969 (Near Earth to Lunar Surface), 
March 1969 
Magnetic Fields--Earth and Extraterrestrial, Marc.h IO09 
Mars Surface Models (1  968), May 1969 
Models of Earth's Atmosphere ( 1  20 to 1000 km), May '1 969 
Lunar Surface Models, May 1969 
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic Fields. September 
1970 
Meteoroid Environment Model- 1970 (Intcrpl'ir!:tar\ and Planctary), 
October 1970 
The Earth's Ionosphere, March 197 1 
Earth Albedo and Emitted Radiation, July 1971 
The Planet Jupitcr ( 1  970), December 1971 
Surface Atmospheric Extremes (Launch and Transportation Areas), 
May 1972 
The Planet Mercury (1  971 ), March 1972 
The Planet Saturn ( 1  970), June I972 
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Electromagnetic Interference, 
June 1972 
Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, revised November 1970 
Flight-Loads Measurcmcnts During Launch and Exit, December 1964 
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s 1’4 0 0 3 
SP-12004 
s P ~ R 000 
f:iiittcr, 131177, a n d  Divcrpcncc, July 1064 
SP-8007 
s 1’- 800 s 
s 1’- s 00 0 
Sf’-S050 
S 1’-so 5 3 
Sf’-Z;Oi-l 
S J’-KO 5 5 
SP-8056 
SP-8057 
SP-8060 
SP-806 1 
SP-8062 
S P-8 0 6 3 
SP-8066 
SP-8068 
SP-8 0 72 
SP-8077 
SP-8079 
SP-808 2 
SP-8083 
S P-8 0 9 5 
Flight Separation Mechanisms, October 1970 
Structural Design Criteria Applicable to a Space Shuttle, January 
1971 
Compartment Venting, November 1970 
Interaction with Umblicals and Launch Stand, August 1970 
Entry Gasdynamic Heating, January 1971 
Lubrication, Friction, and Wear, June 197 1 
Deployable Aerodynamic Deceleration Systems, June 1 97 1 
Buckling Strength of Structural Plates, June 197 1 
Acoustic Loads Generated by the Propulsion System, June 197 1 
Transportation and Handling Loads, September 197 1 
Structural Interaction with Control Systems, November 197 1 
Stress-Corrosion Cracking in Metals, August 197 1 
Discontinuity stresses in Metallic Pressure Vessels, November 197 1 
Preliminary Criteria for the Fracture Control of Space Shuttle Struc- 
tures, June 1971 
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 
SP-80 1 5 Guidance and Navigation for Entry Vehicles, November 1968 
SP-8016 Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft Control Systems, April 
1969 
SP-80 1 8 
SP-8024 
SP-8 026 
SP-8027 
SP-8028 
SP-8 0 3 3 
SP-8034 
Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, March 1969 
Spacecraft Gravitational Torques, May 1969 
Spacecraft Star Trackers, July 1970 
Spacecraft Radiation Torques, October 1969 
Entry Vehicle Control, November I969 
Spacecraft Earth Horizon Sensors, December 1969 
Spacecraft Mass Expulsion Torques, December 1 969 
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SP-8036 
SP-8047 
SP-8058 
SP-8059 
SP-806s 
SP-8070 
SP-807 1 
S 1'-8 0 7 4 
SP-8078 
s P- 8 0 s 0 
SP-sow 
f:ffects of Structural  Flexibility o n  1.iiunch Vchiclc Control  Systcms, 
Fcbruary 1970 
Spncccrsft Sun  Sensors, Junc  1970 
Spnccc-raft Acrodynnrnic Torqucr, Jantrnry 197 1 
Spaccerrifr Att i tudc Control  During Thrusting hlancuvcrs, Fehruary 
1971 
Tuhulnr Spirctraft Booms ( E x t ~ ~ n t i i h l e ,  Kccl Stored).  Fehrunry I97 1 
Sp:icchornc Elcttronic Irnaginp: Systems. Jiinc 197 1 
CHEMIC A t  PR OPU LSION 
S P- EO 7 5 Solid Rockct htotor Metal Caws. April I970 
SP-so39 
SP-804 I 
SP-SO48 
SP-805 1
SP-EO5 2 
S P - E 0 6 3  
Solid Rockct Motor Perform:incr. An;il!.si? and Prediction, May I97 1 
Captive-Fired Testing o f  Solid Rocket Motors, March 197 1 
Liquid Rocket Enginc Turbopump Rcarings, March 197 I 
Solid Rockct Motor Igniters, hl;trch I97 1 
Liquid Rocket Enginc Turbopump lndiiccrs. May I971 
Solid Propellant Selection and Ctiarnctorii;ition, Junc  I971 
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